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Message from
the Chairman
A

from the World Travel and Tourism

side our own Shaun Anton takes a

Council (WTTC) reminds us that more

critical look at the “new” UK Points

than 121 million jobs in Travel &

Based Immigration System” from

Tourism have already been impacted

a Border Control perspective – is it

by this pandemic; and economies have

really new? And is it a case of curse

already seen a $3.4 billion economic

or cure? Meanwhile Simon Peachey

loss. She estimates that without strong

(TLS) reminds us about the need for

international coordination, these

good customer experience as well as

numbers will continue to increase, and

compliance in visa issuance, and gives

s a famous monarch once said, 2020

solutions. One bright spot in an otherwise

could possibly reach a loss of 197.5

us some tips on how we might use

has been an “annus horibilis” for

dismal year was our “online” International

million jobs and $5.5 billion USD by

technology to deliver it.

most of the world’s population. The

Summit on Borders 2020, which I co-chaired

end of the year.

Further afield, our good friend and

emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic has

once again with my esteemed friend and

brought the global economy to its knees –

former CBP Commissioner Judge Rob Bonner

increasing interest in our IBMATA

provides us with the latest insights

and it has decimated the international travel

in an online format on 29 – 30 September. We

community is the subject of

in leveraging technology to train

and tourism sector beyond recognition. This

open this fifth edition of Border Management

“Freeports”. Following a recent UK

Commanders in Singapore.

is equally so for the hospitality sector and

Today with an exclusive interview with Judge

government consultation on the

for organizations such as ours, who rely to

Bonner and his co-author Gillian Horton,

subject, we will be hosting our very

hear from our friends at the Regional

a great extent upon staging international

discussing and summarizing why the US needs

own webinar on this subject online

Support Office to the Bali Process on

events as part of our core mission. As I

a counter pandemic Border Strategy, based on

on 12 November. As a curtain raiser

how they are delivering anti-smuggling

reported in BMT 4, we have had to postpone

their recommendations recently published in

to that event we have a piece from

training on line in the wake of COVID.

our Border Summits in both Europe and

Harvard’s Belfer Center Homeland Security

Shanger Singham, Lars Karlsson,

in Asia this year; and at the time of writing

Policy Paper Series. After all he should

Daniel Gottschald and Frank Dunsmuir

contributors for their excellent articles;

we still cannot be sure when or where the

know, having pioneered the use of advanced

on how to make the most of freeports;

and of course, our members without

IBMATA family will come together in face to

electronic information and automated risk

and an associated piece from John

whose support we would not be able

face meetings again.

assessment to get borders moving again after

Drever (Atkins) on the potential

to survive. Let us hope that together

9/11.

environmental benefits they may bring

we can find a way to finally defeat this

to UK ports in future.

virus once and for all in 2021, and get

Like so many other families, most of the

Another issue that is attracting

Advisory Board Member Clarence Yeo

Staying in the Far East, we also

I would like to thank all our

IBMATA family have been isolated in our

Continuing this theme, we also have a

homes - relying exclusively on the power

summary of our ISOB panel discussion on

We could not possibly publish an

of technology to communicate with each

COVID-19 and Borders by Martyn Dunne,

edition of Border Management Today

other. This is equally so for our friends

former Head of New Zealand Customs.

without mentioning Brexit; and the

and colleagues working in Border Agencies

Attended by no less than 3 current and recent

ongoing issues relating to the status of

around the world, many of whom have also

Heads of Borders & Customs, this panel

Northern Ireland when the transition

been confined to work from home to prevent

discussed a very different (and arguably

period comes to an end on 1 January

Chairperson at International Border

the spread of the virus. Spare a thought

more effective responses) in Australia and

next year. In that regard I am delighted

Management and Technologies Association

then for those brave officers who don’t have

New Zealand; and re-emphasised our call for

to present a fascinating insight from a

that choice and are out there working at

international collaboration between Border

trader perspective by Aodhán Connolly,

ports, airports and borders and are putting

Agencies in future. This is supplemented by

Director of the Northern Ireland Retail

themselves at risk to keep us all safe from

pieces from our technology members on how

Consortium. We also look at latest

Management Today takes all

harm. And of course, to all our friends and

the case for Remote and Touchless Identity

developments in “seal track and trace”

care to ensure information is

colleagues in the travel and transportation

Services in international travel has become

capabilities, which are already in

correct at time of publishing,

sectors, who are trying desperately to keep

even more urgent (Jon Payne, WorldReach);

use by some supply chains and may

things moving when all the odds are stacked

and how technology can incorporate an

provide the solution we have all been

against them.

electronic health credential that is actually

searching for on “invisible customs

working in practice in the Seychelles (Ygor

borders” (Barrington Hilsley, P2D).

COPYRIGHT
All material appearing in Border
Management Today is copyright
unless otherwise stated or it
may rest with the provider of
the supplied material. Border

but the publisher accepts no
responsibility or liability for the
accuracy of any information
contained in the text or

Hardly surprising then that we lead in this

advertisements. Views expressed

edition with some excellent articles on the

Lutz, Travizory). We also have the latest from

Fortunately the preservation of the

are not necessarily endorsed by

impact of COVID-19 on borders; and take a

US CBP on their new seamless arrival process

Common Travel Area avoids the need

look how we can work together at national

at Dallas Fort Worth airport.

for any immigration control between

the publisher or editor.

and international level to come up with some
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FEATURE
ROBERT BONNER is a former

GILLIAN HORTON is a Senior Manager

Pandemic Border Strategy (CPBS)

airports where CBP personnel are

analyzed by CBP’s National targeting

United States District Judge, former

at E3/Sentinel who advises government

that draws on successful strategies

stationed and travelers are beginning

Center (NTC), which conducts risk

Administrator of the Drug Enforcement

decisionmakers in the homeland

put in place at foreign and U.S.

their journey to the U.S.

assessment for both potential terrorist

Administration, and former

security space. She is a subject matter

ports of entry in the wake of 9/11,

Commissioner of Customs and Border

expert on border security, transnational

the last time the U.S. government

Government must establish clear lines

and can be used to establish a pre-

Protection (CBP), where he served from

organized crime, and counterterrorism,

reacted to a truly devastating threat

of effort as it relates to the CPBS. As

board first line of defense.

2001 to 2005. In this role, Mr. Bonner

and previously assisted Customs and

at its borders. Although no single

policymakers review lessons learned

led efforts to address post-9/11 threats

Border Protection (CBP) personnel with

measure can eliminate threats such

from COVID-19, it is clear that the

Government should use the In-

without damaging the U.S. and global

the development of risk-based targeting

as terrorism or a pandemic, there are

CPBS must be in place before it is

Flight Phase to enlist air carriers

economies and pioneered the use of

strategies.

many countermeasures that can be

needed so it can be flipped on as soon

in the screening and contact

advanced electronic information and

taken, and based on the behavior of

as a pandemic alert is declared by the

tracing process. Although they are

automated risk assessment.

COVID-19, a robust border strategy can

CDC, rather than rolled out on the fly

generally commercial entities, air

play a key role in “flattening the curve”

as a pandemic unfolds. In order to

carriers spend more time in close

– reducing both lives lost and damage

do this, agency roles and interactions

proximity to passengers than any

to the U.S. and global economy.

must be clearly delineated, and the

government official, and often play

chain of command that kicks in when

a role in reporting potential security

the CDC declares a pandemic must be

concerns. In the case of a pandemic,

determined in advance.

international air carriers would be

Lessons Learned:
Why the U.S. Needs a
Counter-Pandemic
Border Strategy

RECOMMENDATIONS
While the eight core elements of
the CPBS described below are focused

By Hon. Robert Bonner and Gillian Horton

W

Recommendation 3: DHS must

issues and eligibility to enter the U.S.,

Recommendation 5: The U.S.

required to report passengers showing

on the U.S. government and what it

create a cadre of CBP Health

symptoms to CBP, provide written

needs to put in place before the next

(Counter-Pandemic) Specialists. Of

information to all passengers about

pandemic, all nations can benefit

the approximately 21,000 CBP officers

symptoms and contact tracing, and

from its core principles and these will

(CBPOs) assigned to our nation’s ports

notify passengers of the requirement

ideally be adopted more broadly. The

of entry, 2,000-3,000 should receive

to present themselves for primary

CPBS is not designed to reduce spread

special training and certification

counter-pandemic screening by CBP if

of novel viruses to zero, for that would

in basic health and communicable

they have symptoms associated with

be an impossible goal, but instead

diseases, including counter-pandemic

the pandemic virus.

represents a layered approach across

issues. This cadre of Health Specialists

the entire travel continuum that can

would perform the duties of a CBPO

screen all passengers for key

be scaled up or down to respond to

in ordinary times (border control,

indicators of illness upon arrival in

a pandemic – including an entirely

immigration and customs processing,

the U.S. This is an essential “front

new virus with unknown or evolving

counter-terrorism, etc.), but their

line” defense in the fight against a

characteristics. The following are core

principal duties would switch in the

pandemic, and although it would

elements of the CPBS:

face of a pandemic.

require reallocation of existing

Recommendation 6: CBP should

ith advances in digital technologies it is

and subsequently took a number of incremental steps to

now possible for travelers to enjoy a more

stem the tide, including a series of travel bans starting with

personalized, seamless, and secure travel

China and targeting a growing list of “high risk” countries,

Government must make countering

screen passengers during the Pre-

new ones, it represents a singular

experience by digitally enabling them to control what

increased interagency cooperation, and more screening and

pandemics at the border a priority.

Board Phase. CBP currently has

opportunity to slow the spread of a

personal information they share and with whom –

contact tracing. However, the first travelers with COVID-19

CBP is the single, unified agency that

CBPOs stationed at foreign ports

pandemic virus. With this in mind,

removing friction without negatively impacting security.

had already landed in the U.S. by January 2020. While

is responsible for the U.S. borders,

of embarkation as part of the

CBP should implement measures such

we are not arguing for complete travel bans and lengthy

including all the nation’s ports of

Immigration Advisory Program (IAP),

as temperature checks, symptom lists,

interconnected world and are an urgent matter of border

quarantines for all arrivals during a pandemic, at least not

entry or official entry points. In order

a key component of the agency’s

and roving officers throughout pre-

security – perhaps the most critical of our time. While no

as a first step, the border control measures taken by the U.S.

to have an effective CPBS, CBP must

“layered security strategy.” A

primary. The U.S. should also consider

nation has created a truly comprehensive strategy for the

were largely implemented on an ad hoc basis, were under-

be given and must embrace a new

significant percentage of the CBPOs

securing quarantine facilities and

use of border screening to counter pandemics, countries

resourced, and unfortunately left most of U.S. Customs

priority mission: When a pandemic

assigned to overseas IAP teams should

co-locating testing labs at international

such as New Zealand, Japan, and Thailand that adopted

and Border Protection (CBP)’s extensive resources and

is declared, CBP’s priority must be

be certified Health Specialists who

airports, as other countries, including

strict border controls early on have seen remarkably low

authorities at the ports of entry untapped. Simply put, they

nothing less than preventing people

can be activated following a pandemic

Thailand, have done, and CBP should

case numbers and mortality rates. These initial results

were too little, too late.

infected with the virus from entering

alert, and the U.S. should also make

be given explicit authority to require

the U.S. and potentially infecting large

use of the data it receives to conduct

airlines to space out arrival times to

act decisively – including through the development and

numbers of the general population.

targeted risk assessment. CBP receives

alleviate overcrowding of Federal

deployment of mitigation measures at our border before

CBP must act as the executive agent

a large amount of information through

Inspection Areas.

the next pandemic hits. As a result, we propose a Counter-

for the CDC at all ports of entry into

the IAP and data that is submitted

the U.S. on arrival, as well as at foreign

to the airlines; this data is currently

Global pandemics are inevitable in our increasingly

are promising, and point to the importance of a decisive,
strategic response to pandemics at the border.
In the U.S., senior government officials became aware
of the emerging threat of COVID-19 on January 3rd, 2020,

4
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Although the foregoing protocols will identify and screen

standards and regulations. It is beyond question that both

out many contagious passengers, some passengers will

individual governments and international institutions

be pre- or asymptomatic, so it is important to have a

were woefully unprepared for the current pandemic, and

post-arrival contact tracing strategy in place to further

most have gone forward unilaterally. There is a better

reduce risk. This will require a robust federal, state,

way, but it requires governments to act in a coordinated

and local contact tracing program, led by the CDC,

fashion and implement best “counter-pandemic” border

that acquires information on arrivals who become

practices, including the elements of the CPBS.

symptomatic or later test positive. CBP and its NTC
should act as the repository for the seating charts for
all flights arriving in the U.S. from abroad in order to

CONCLUSION
The U.S. is fully capable of implementing the above

provide a national coordinating function for contact

recommendations with a reasonable outlay of resources,

addition, these measures have crippled

have gone further than necessary, as

CBPOs as Health Specialists who can be

tracing.

though it will require political will, alignment of missions,

the airline and tourism industries

the country adopted “elimination”

activated when the next pandemic is

Recommendation 8: Expand CPBS Globally via a

and increased interagency coordination of a type not seen

and caused the loss of countless jobs

rather than mitigation – meaning its

identified and declared. To better risk

SAFE Framework for Pandemics. It is not enough for

since the period after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, along

along the lines of what we saw in the

goal has been to prevent the virus

assess passengers traveling to the U.S.,

the U.S. alone to adopt the core elements of the CPBS.

with additional funding from Congress. However, the

immediate aftermath of 9/11.

from infecting anyone within its

CBP also needs to acquire authority to

To be optimally effective, CPBS concepts should be

cost of implementing the CPBS pales in comparison to the

borders, rather than slow down the

secure electronic API, airline manifest

adopted by many nations with reciprocal obligations

enormous human and financial toll of a pandemic, and

travel and would not mandate a

virus and flatten the curve. Preventing

data, for the preceding leg of travel

to protect each other, and thereby the entire global

we cannot afford to do otherwise.

travel ban. Indeed, global travel could

the virus entirely would not be a

when there is a connector flight. Re-

continue, with modest disruption for

realistic objective for the U.S. in our

formulating CBP’s IAP teams to oversee

those travelers showing symptoms or a

view, and many other countries would

pre-boarding pandemic screening will

community and economy. In the aftermath of 9/11,
there was a collaborative multinational effort to use

This article is an excerpt from Harvard’s Belfer Center

technology and smart border programs to facilitate

Homeland Security Policy Paper Series. The full-length paper

pre-board certificate of good health for

likely baulk at these strict measures

also require time to set up protocols

the movement of legitimate travelers and trade, and

appeared on September 28, 2020, and may be found at the

those who had traveled to a pandemic

or be unable to legally implement

and assure host nation cooperation,

international organizations, such as the World Customs

following link: https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/

hot spot. The CPBS would not force

them. Moreover, if the New Zealand

and implementing a multinational

Organization (WCO) and the International Civil Aviation

lessons-learned-why-united-states-needs-counterpandemic-

the collapse of the airline and tourism

approach was taken broadly, it would

SAFE Framework, in our experience,

Organization (ICAO), were instrumental in promoting

border-strategy

industry, which has been the result of

shut down global travel, which the

will take even longer. These things

a more unified multilateral approach that advanced

current measures. As such, it would

CPBS is designed to avoid. While it is

take time. That said, it is vital that we

“connected solutions” through data sharing and common

provide a way to flatten the curve

possible that we could find ourselves

have CPBS in place before the next

and limit loss of life up front without

facing a virus so deadly that it warrants

pandemic, which is why we urge

dealing a body blow to the global

a complete shutdown of all borders

policymakers to begin now.

economy.

worldwide, we don’t believe this is a

Q&A with the authors,
Mr. Bonner and Ms. Horton:

Q

The CPBS is a fully
articulated strategy, but
will it work?
If the goal is to prevent a pandemic

Q

damaging than the measures we

be better in our view if policy makers

have taken, especially at the state

had another tool in the tool kit, such

government level.

as the CPBC, that could be used before

There is no perfect solution for a

6

Our proposal only modestly restricts

pandemic. When you think about

You cite New Zealand and
a couple of other countries
that successfully implemented
strict border measures. Why
not just adopt, say, the New
Zealand strategy?

resorting to these more draconian
measures.

Our view is that New Zealand’s

- that is, to prevent a novel virus

it, as economically harmful as the

from spreading - that is an impossible

shutdown of all but essential businesses

goal. But we believe that if the CPBS

and stay-at-home orders have been,

is in place and activated early on,

they have not been perfect solutions,

it can be effective in “flattening the

either. People have to work at essential

curve.” Or put differently, it can help

businesses to produce food and

prevent a spike in persons needing

necessary supplies, and are working at

U.S. were not particularly effective,

ICU hospitalizations as well as an

clinics, grocery stores, pharmacies, and

overwhelming demand for critical

of the CPBS that could be adopted

strategy should be able to be scaled up

even as we are in the midst of the

or down.

COVID pandemic. For example, test

Q

As we speak, we are still in
the midst of the COVID-19
pandemic. Can CPBS be
implemented now and would it
help?

Why not simply ban all
travel to the U.S. for the
duration of a pandemic?

to be applauded, but if they had had

labs could be co-located at our major
international airport, such as, JFK,
LAX, SFO and Atlanta, so that persons
with symptoms can be tested before
being allowed to enter the U.S. We
should also be ensuring that travelers
who test positive are quarantining

success countering the pandemic is

Q

However, there are some pieces

realistic first resort, and that a good

It is too late to implement the CPBS

and doing contact tracing for

the CPBS in place, they might not

for the COVID pandemic. Based on

passengers in proximity to a traveler

have needed to adopt a ban on all

our experience in government, and

who tests positive. These measures

foreign travelers to New Zealand or

with implementing counter-terrorism

are only a fragment of what we are

the extensive quarantine measures.

border security programs in the

recommending in the CPBS, but they

These measures included quarantining

immediate aftermath of 9/11, it will

can be done now. Even though there is

as they were rolled out incrementally

(rather than testing and briefly

take our government a good two

already community spread throughout

so on. And those subject to stay-at-home

and after much of the damage had

detaining) arrivals for a lengthy 14-day

years to have the CPBS in place, and

much of the U.S., we need to be doing

medical equipment, such as ventilators.

orders still need to go out and secure

already been done, and while they

period, and even included returning

that’s from the time it is approved and

whatever we can to stem the spread of

The CPBS can slow the spread of a

food, do banking, etc., so even with the

banned travel by foreigners, we still

citizens who had no symptoms and

funded. Part of the reason for this is

the virus.

pandemic, allow more time to develop

shutdowns we have seen, many people

needed to allow U.S. citizens and LPRs

had not traveled to hot spots. The New

once CBP has a clearly defined role in

a vaccine and be far less economically

have still been getting sick. It would

who had been in hot spots to return. In

Zealand border control strategy may

CPBS, it will need to train 2,000-3,000
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MITIGATING
COVID AT
BORDERS

FEATURE
By Martyn Dunne

Mitigating
COVID at Borders
I

n my previous article, ‘How Serious
beyond Covid-19’, published in the

Today (May 2020), I canvassed the

Equally the use of trade single window

panel and its focused contributions

technology that profiles and targets

were central to border initiatives, if

threats is an almost ‘human free’

future preparedness and readiness

environment, ideal for assessing cross

is to be practiced, tested and ready to

border passage of trade. Inspections

During the recent ISOB virtual summit

respond.

can be almost wholly done by non-

all panellists agreed that leadership on

intrusive technology, coupled with

an international scale and a strategy

fixated on vaccine development, it is

Previously I have mentioned the

How then to galvanise such an effort?

too early to say whether the review

World Customs Organisation (WCO)

prioritised intelligence driven targeting

that includes the broadest of interests

NATIONAL RESPONSES ARE
MIXED

initiated by the WHO, to their response

with its global reach as a mechanism

of high-risk shipments of illicit and

is necessary. Hence a call for global

to the pandemic, will result in better

for agreeing and establishing a ‘safe

high-risk biosecurity items. Where this

economic leaders to find consensus in

The roller coaster ride currently

preparedness. More importantly will be

framework’ for border operations to

is not possible personnel who are well

establishing a unified strategic response

is This? – Implications for borders

fourth edition of Border Management
eventual utility of: globalisation and

being experienced by many countries

the willingness of all affected agencies

counter such threats. The Harvard

trained in the use of hazmat required

that relies on a coordinated, easily

the survival of institutions, isolation

with the COVID-19 pandemic has

to carry lessons learned into future

Kennedy Paper by Mr Bonner and Ms

intervention, wearing appropriate

replicated and where possible, identical

versus multilateralism, technology

continued to cause havoc across

readiness planning.

Horton discusses a ‘Safe Framework

personal protective equipment, can

preparedness for pandemics. Agreeing

and connectivity, trade and economic

the globe. This is especially evident

for Pandemics’ similar to that agreed

confront items with reduced likelihood

to such a course of action will require

facilitation and leadership beyond

in sophisticated economies where

been sadly lacking, and there is now

by the WCO for the safe movement of

of infection.

empowering traditional agencies, along

crisis. Since then - and with the benefit

confused responses have impacted

a role for global leaders in forums

trade post 9/11 and adopted by most,

of hindsight - much of what was

border processes and trade flows.

ranging from the G7 to G20 as much as

but not all, WCO member states.

carriers including travellers should

Border Forces who are able to leverage

predicted has occurred. In addition,

Ironically, some early locations where

there is for the UN Security Council to

Undoubtedly border processes

become a well-established routine.

off their intelligence and targeting

we discussed this in more detail with

the pandemic hit the hardest have

address the problem.

require a high degree of coordination

Much knowledge and capacity already

capacities.

an expert panel of current and former

now subsided and their economies

for any health threat, yet the COVID-19

exists to enable this through passenger

Heads of Customs and Border Agencies

have bounced back to almost previous

responses so far have shown an

name records (PNR) and also through

template that has proven successful

at our virtual International Summit on

levels; but these examples are few and

unwillingness to adopt tried and

pre-entry processes for goods and craft.

in some countries during COVID-19,

Borders (ISOB) in September, the midst

far between. With patchy outcomes

proven border methods as examples of

Shaping such a paradigm for pandemic

can act as a benchmark to build the

of COVID-19.

elsewhere, continued disruption to

has never been greater. The

preparedness and response. One such

planning requires unity of effort led by

basis for global action. Driving this

production and the effect on export/

conundrum remains as to how such an

example is the failure to use available

border agencies who are well trained

outcome will fall on established and

material traversed during the panel

import flows has resulted in a diverse

approach can be harnessed. Whether it

technology to test, isolate, quarantine

and already proficient with how to

innovative organisations. Whether a

that I moderated at ISOB and examines

range of national contingencies.

is internal management of infection, or

and track confirmed cases of highly

shape, practise and mobilise relevant

‘Safe Framework for Pandemics’ can

development of vaccines and medical

communicable pandemic diseases.

interventions in times of crisis. Creating

rise out of current experiences should

additional layers or new regimes is

not be disputed. The global death and

unwarranted and delays the response

infection rate for this current ‘trial by

to emerging threats. A strategy that

pandemic’ is an early warning and will

embraces unity of purpose, with clear

give time to prepare for future and

This article attempts to cover

where we think our efforts might

8

Horton is highly relevant.

STRATEGIC AND
OPERATIONAL LEADERSHIP –
‘A CALL TO ARMS’

agreement that the COVID-19 Pandemic

Clearly the role of international

Coherent strategic leadership has

AN INTERNATIONAL
STRATEGY IS ESSENTIAL
The need for multilateral solutions

Pre-screening and testing of high-risk

with trained and technology enabled

The identification of an international

be better focused for the future. To

institutions has been mixed. National

practices that reduce the impact,

complement the predicament we are

prerogatives have forced variable

pandemics will not be resolved without

facing in managing borders during a

inward focused reactions as waves

agreed multinational dialogue.

pandemic, the preceding feature article

of infection have resurfaced in the

in this edition of Border Management

Northern Hemisphere this Autumn/

interesting topics were addressed by

two of the most effective technological

lines of leadership backed up by proven

similar pandemic incursions. There

Today by Rob Bonner and Gillian

Fall. While considerable effort remains

panels. However, there was universal

tools to use in curbing rates of infection.

science is no stranger to Border Forces.

is only limited time for world leaders

Border Management Today | Issue 5

During the recent ISOB summit many
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TECHNOLOGY AND
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Testing and tracking are considered
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MITIGATING
COVID AT
BORDERS
Martyn Dunne, CNZM, QSO is a

to agree to action - and even less time

on size or fortune. No one is spared.

to prepare readiness parameters.

Without universal concurrence and

retirement Senior New Zealand

There is a need to entrust globally

international complicity, there will

officer, a diplomat and senior

similar task forces based on border

be an inevitable repeat. Time is of the

public servant. He was the chief

experienced operators, in a “call to

essence and our Border responses

executive of the Ministry for

arms”. Whether a new international

require urgent renewal.

Primary Industries. From 2011

body should oversee such preparation

My special thanks to Michael

until 2013 he was New Zealand High

is unlikely, but current institutions will

Pezzullo, Secretary of Home Affairs,

Commissioner to Australia, based

have to re-engineer their approaches

Australia; Christine Stevenson, CEO

in Canberra. He was Comptroller

to readiness and sanctions considered

New Zealand Customs Service; Kevin

and Chief Executive of New Zealand

against those who do not accept agreed

McAleenan, Former Commissioner

Customs Service (2004-2011) and

best practices.

of USCBP and Acting Secretary

Chaired the WCO 2009-2011.

We live in demanding and

of Homeland Security; Dominik

constrained times of which there are

Schnichels, Director EU Customs,

few modern parallels apart from the

TAXUD EU. They were all members of

carnage and sadness inflicted during

the ISOB COVID-19 panel in September

armed conflict. Pandemics do not rely

2020 and I thank them for their input.

FREEPORTS:

A NEW GENERATION
– FROM VISION TO REALITY
After a consultation with industry between February and July this year, the UK government has confirmed
that sea, air and rail ports in England are invited to bid for “freeport status” before the end of this year,
with freeports ready to open by the end of 2021. Chancellor Rishi Sunak said that “our new freeports will
create national hubs for trade, innovation and commerce, regenerating communities across the UK and
supporting jobs”. The government is also working “constructively and collaboratively” with the devolved
administrations across the UK to establish “at least one freeport” in each nation of the UK. The Bidding
Process for locations to become a Freeport in England will open by the end of 2020.
SO, WHAT IS A FREEPORT? IS THIS JUST A VISION – OR WILL IT BECOME A REALITY?
What are the benefits and what are the risks? IBMATA is delighted to host an online webinar on 12
November 2020 from 2.00 pm to 4.30 pm UK time with a distinguished expert panel of speakers.

THE EVENT WILL BE
MODERATED BY OUR
CHAIRMAN TONY SMITH
CBE, FORMER HEAD OF
THE UK BORDER FORCE,
AND WILL INCLUDE THE
FOLLOWING GUEST
SPEAKERS:

■ Marcus Fysh MP, Deputy President, UK Board of Trade
■ Richard Ballantyne, Chief Executive, British Ports Association
■ Lars Karlsson, former Director of WCO and Swedish Customs, MD KGH Ltd
■ Shanker Singham, Chairman of GENN, the Global Economic Neural Network
■ Brian McGrath, CEO, Foyle Port
■ Richard Gutsell, Atkins UK
■ Philippe Dauvergne, CEO, Le Freeport, Luxembourg

THIS EVENT IS FREE OF CHARGE TO ALL MEMBERS OF IBMATA AND TO
NON-MEMBERS FROM GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES.
THERE WILL BE A £25 CHARGE FOR OTHERS.
REGISTER AT: WWW.IBMATA.ORG
10
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BORDER
SECURITY
AFTER THE
PANDEMIC

FEATURE
By Jon Payne, Executive Director, Global
Partnerships at WorldReach Software.

Border Security
After the Pandemic:
The Urgent Need for
Remote and Touchless
Identity Services

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has

been working hard behind the scenes

a genuine presence test to prevent

majority of those applying did so

and biometric information – including

innovative project called the Chain

impacted almost every aspect

to prepare for the new normal. The

spoofing.

remotely, through the digital route that

a facial image – before travel using

of Trust, in which biographic and

of contemporary life. Border

success of those plans will depend in

allows them to verify their identity

a secure mobile app. On arrival at

biometric data captured early in the

security is no exception. Agencies are

part on the ability of border agencies to

can have confidence that a genuine

with no in-person visit and no mailing

the station, there will be no need for

travel continuum is combined with

looking urgently to the biometrics

respond to the legitimate concerns of

document has been presented and

of hard copy documents.

passengers to show their passport

dynamic risk assessment to determine

industry for remote and touchless

travellers.

that it has not been lost or stolen. They

or a boarding pass. Instead, they

the appropriate channel for each
passenger at the border.

services.

High on the list of traveller concerns

The large majority of those

can also be sure that the traveller is

choosing the digital route completed

will simply have their facial image

Following an automated assessment,

will be: am I required to wait in close

a real, live person who is the rightful

it successfully, without assistance, in

captured at an expedited lane for

2020, we are beginning to see the

proximity with other travellers, and

holder of the document. And all this

just a few minutes. This compares very

participating travellers. The new

the smartphone app used to

green shoots of recovery. Airlines are

am I required to use touch devices

can be achieved remotely, without the

favourably with similar remote digital

image will be checked against the

register data before travel will send

beginning to schedule more flights,

(such as kiosks, e-Gates and fingerprint

passenger needing to be seen in person

on-boarding processes in other sectors,

registration image instantly using

instructions to the passenger about

airports are becoming a little busier,

readers) immediately after other

or submit documents in the mail.

including financial services, where

secure facial recognition technology.

which channel they should use at the

and the numbers of passengers at

travellers? This is where the biometrics

This IDV service is already in

there is often a high drop-out rate.

And the same data will then be used

destination airport. Those passengers

security and immigration – while not

industry must step up with new and

production at volume in the real world:

for dual purposes: to alert Eurostar

deemed eligible will be directed to a

yet normal – are at least healthier than

innovative solutions.

it has been used since early 2019 by

announced by Innovate UK to improve

that the passenger has checked in

biometric corridor where there will be

At the time of writing, in October

A similar approach was recently

At WorldReach, we have been

the UK Home Office as the first step in

the flow of passengers joining a

for their train, and to record for UK

no need to speak to an officer (in most

working for several years on an

the innovative EU Settlement Scheme.

Eurostar train at St. Pancras station in

Border Force that the same passenger

cases) or present a physical document.

management might assume that

IDV service (identity and document

An estimated 4 million EU nationals

London for travel to France, Belgium

is leaving the UK.

Instead, passengers will simply walk

national border agencies have had

verification) designed for the specific

living in the UK are required to register

or the Netherlands. In this case, we

very little to do over the past few

needs of border agencies and other

with the Home Office for a new ‘settled

at WorldReach are working together

registration of personal data – both

cameras will check their faces against

months. The reality is very different.

travel service providers. Our platform

status’, in order to continue living and

with Eurostar and our partners at

biographic and biometric – will be used

the list of expected travellers. The

– Know Your Traveller™ – combines

working in the UK following Brexit.

iProov with the intention of making

to facilitate the travel of legitimate

ultimate aim is to achieve zero wait

a significant step towards what the

passengers and to feed into border

time at the border for eligible, low-risk

control.

passengers.

they were several months ago.
Those working outside border

Border agencies are very aware

12

Any agency using such a service

of their role in the shop window of

the power of smartphones to read

national economies: an efficient and

a passport chip (via NFC) with the

that, only 18 months since launching

World Travel & Tourism Council calls

secure process before, at and after the

latest in facial recognition technology.

the scheme, more than 3.9 million

the Safe & Seamless Traveller Journey.

border is essential for both trade and

This includes an instant facial match

applicants had already applied

tourism. Many national agencies have

between selfie and passport, and

successfully. And an overwhelming

Border Management Today | Issue 5

The Home Office recently announced
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Passengers preparing to leave the
UK will pre-register their biographic
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In this way, the secure pre-travel

In Canada, a similar approach is
being explored by Canada Border

along the corridor, where automated

Thanks to our experience in this
domain, some examples of which are

Services Agency as part of an
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BORDER
SECURITY
AFTER THE
PANDEMIC
summarised above, WorldReach has

stand in a queue with others and use

business results that client agencies

been presented with some urgent

a touch-screen kiosk or e-Gate, why

are seeking, not just in terms of

challenges in recent weeks, as border

not allow them to enrol in advance of

compliance with security standards,

agencies begin to set strategies for

arrival, on their own smartphone, and

etc., but also in terms of operational

pandemic recovery. These challenges

grant access based on a touchless facial

success, including the expected take-

include:

match at the border?

up rate of digital routes versus other

■ How can a border process heavily

Instead of expecting visa applicants

options;

dependent on touch-screen kiosks or

to travel to an application centre

e-Gates adapt to the post-pandemic

and wait with others to enrol their

must be prepared to work with client

world in which many travellers

biometrics, why not allow them to

agencies not just on the technology

demand a touchless alternative?

submit the information remotely, at

required but also on the whole user

home, using a mobile device?

process, to ensure that innovations

■ How can a visa application system
based on the in-person collection

The technologies required to do

■ In order to deliver that success, we

can be understood and successfully

of biometrics in visa application

this are already available. But it is not

centres respond to travellers’

enough for biometric vendors to sell

expectations for a fully digital,

components to government agencies

is also a time in which innovations

remote process?

and then go on our way. That is a

that might have been explored in the

recipe for failure, when government

medium term are required right now.

■ How can a large population of

navigated by the travelling public.
For many, this is a difficult time. It

in-country migrants apply safely

can least afford it. Rather, what

and securely for an extension or a

we need is an open, collaborative

security systems can contribute

change in status without the need

partnership between border agencies

to pandemic recovery globally by

to attend a government facility in

and biometric specialists.

adopting new processes that support

person?

At WorldReach, we believe border

Our experience deploying these

the remote and touchless use of

services successfully in real-world,

biometrics. We in the biometrics

these questions lies in innovations

mission-critical environments tells us

industry have an obligation to work

based on the fully remote, digital IDV

that two other elements, besides good

collaboratively with border agencies

process described above. Instead of

technology, are vital:

and partners to make that happen.

A significant part of the answer to

requiring newly arrived travellers to

■ We must understand the end

BORDER
MANAGEMENT &
TECHNOLOGIES
SUMMIT
EUROPE 2021
Brussels
25th – 27th May 2021
www.ibmata.org/events
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MOBILE
DEVICE DATA
& BORDER
SECURITY

FEATURE
By Yohai West - Senior Product
Marketing Manager at Cellebrite

Mobile Device Data Is
Key to Border Security
One of the greatest challenges facing
border agents around the world is

mobile data can be a game-changer for

border agents to share information

border security investigations.

with sister agencies—Law

accessing data swiftly at checkpoints
to determine whether those wishing to

Corrections (offender management),

cross into another country are good to

Imagine you’re an agent at

go or pose a potential threat. Typically,

a border crossing or airport. A

lists)—that can provide additional

a border agent may only have a few

person approaches the checkpoint.

information to help determine what

seconds to verify:

They might have some form of

their next move is. This is what digital

■ Who the person is?

documentation (a passport that can be

triage is all about.

■ Are they really who they say they

scanned and checked). But what if they

and Defense (terrorist watch

2. BEYOND MOBILE FIRST
For border agencies that are just
beginning to flesh out their digital

In the public safety world, this

intelligence strategy, mobile-first is

this solution will allow users to

data while the extraction/decoding is

overcome the challenges of mobile

still in process, which saves time.

application encryptions.
■ Key benefit: This will accelerate the

■ Leveraging AI to boost field
investigation and triage capability.

is being called “the mobile-first

a great place to start. The next step

time-consuming manual processes

workforce.” By adopting mobile apps

to improving field readiness is the

such as using a camera to capture,

aside for questioning. But what if the

and tools, and transforming workflows

adoption of analytics and AI-driven

review, and present app data.

combination with AI-powered triage

agent had tools right there at their

to reflect these changes, cities are able

technologies that police agencies have

Selective extraction also addresses

capabilities, border agents can

in many areas, those wishing to cross

disposal to do a quick download of key

to keep law enforcement out in the

used to successfully transform the way

privacy concerns as agents are only

automatically surface a suspect’s

may not have any documentation.

information (not everything) to verify

community instead of behind a desk at

they are running investigations. That

capturing select types of data as well

journey while also revealing

(Greece’s border challenges with the

who the person is, where they’ve been,

the station.

strategy includes:

as time challenges.

suspicious images and text messages

large influx of refugees arriving daily

and who they might have been in

from Africa comes immediately to

contact with?

are?
■ Do they pose a threat?
Complicating this problem is that

mind). Many, however, are carrying

don’t?
Today that person might be taken

Cellebrite Responder Kiosk is just

Several cities in the US have

to help connect the dots between

■ Using ruggedized tablets for on-the-

started pilot programs to test mobile-

go verifications or using cyber kiosks

enabled workforces. The Chicago

at border checkpoints.

■ Key benefit: When used in

Currently, extracting data from a

people, places, and IoT.

consumer-sized hard drive can take
eight hours – even a day in some cases.

NEXT STEPS

a mobile device and the data that’s

such a tool. With Cellebrite Responder

Police Department, for example, has

stored there can be key to identifying

Kiosk, border agents can quickly

deployed Samsung DEX solutions to

data from any mobile device

Detailed analysis by a police forensic

Once you’ve accessed the data

criminals and keeping borders secure.

surface key insights by performing

half of its officers, using smartphones

(including drones) on site.

analyst can take longer still. This is a

and insights, how do you securely

selective or full physical data

as a replacement for mobile data

lengthy process and makes it difficult

manage the data and evidence along

from those devices—immediately in

extraction anytime, anywhere.

terminals in squad cars.

to charge criminals in countries that

the chain of custody and investigation

the field—is critical. The good news

Having digital intelligence

have short windows for holding

workflow? We’ll tackle the data

Having the means to access data

■ Having the ability to quickly extract

3. DI’S KEY BENEFITS

Implementation by the police in

The potential benefits for border

is that we have the technology to

capabilities at border crossings

Portland, Oregon was originally

agencies to utilize digital intelligence

suspects, like the UK, where LE cannot

management challenge in our next

make that happen. However, being

eliminates having to send devices to a

designed to let officers communicate

technologies as a force multiplier to

legally hold a suspect for more than 24

blog.

able to take advantage of the digital

lab (in essence you’re extending your

with one another, but the value

save time and resources are just the

hours without sufficient evidence to

intelligence (DI) tools necessary to

lab capabilities into the field), which

proposition very quickly expanded

beginning. Here are just some of the

charge them.

access data in the field, then manage

saves time while taking pressure off

to communicate with citizens and to

innovations and the key benefits they

and analyze it swiftly to provide

the lab because frontline personnel is

manage much of a patrol’s workflow

deliver.

actionable next steps, requires

now conducting simple extractions.

from the mobile device. Eventually,

agencies to transform the way they are

16

Enforcement (drug task forces),

1. DIGITAL TRIAGE

More importantly, Cellebrite

■ Selective extraction is a new way

we may even see smartphones replace

to capture chat data selectively and

currently handling border security.

Responder Kiosk provides the

laptops and desktops to create truly

automatically. Using automated

Here are three ways that accessing

information in real-time, allowing

mobile officers.

screen-capturing techniques,

Border Management Today | Issue 5
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■ Decoding while extracting reduces

Download the eBook “Solving
Your Border Challenges with Digital
Intelligence” to learn more about

time to evidence by performing

how Cellebrite’s digital intelligence

extraction and decoding

solutions for border security can

simultaneously.

help your organization.

■ Key benefit: This allows border
agents to examine the recovered

Issue 5 | Border Management Today
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FEATURE
By Gloria Guevera, President
& CEO, World Travel &
Tourism Council

Biometrics and seamless
experience within travel are
more important than ever

I

n 2019, Travel & Tourism’s total

international passenger experience

robust growth in personal technology

contribution to global GDP was

globally across borders.

and communication. There remains

$8.9 trillion, or a staggering 10.3%.

an expectation that the Travel &

The sector also supported more than

& Tourism sector, WTTC is advocating

Tourism sector will continue to evolve

330 million jobs worldwide – which is

for swift action through WTTC’s

to provide a more convenient seamless

every one in 10 jobs, and one in every

Safe & Seamless Traveller Journey

experience for travellers. Efficiencies

four new jobs created over the last five

(SSTJ) programme, which envisages

gained provide a better passenger

years. Thus, Travel & Tourism is not

a seamless, safe and secure end-to

experience, reduce time in transit, and

only the best partner for governments

end traveller journey, encompassing

afford greater profitability for other

to create jobs, it is also one of the

both air and non-air travel. The SSTJ

travel related businesses.

strongest drivers of economic growth.

programme looks toward a future

Biometric facial recognition

where the traveller won’t need to

solutions for airport check-in require

uncharted territory with the COVID-19

provide the same information or

no contact with another individual,

pandemic. The latest forecasts from

documents multiple times. Instead,

while offering additional capabilities

WTTC show that more than 121 million

their experience will be seamless, fast,

such as temperature checks. Biometric

jobs in Travel & Tourism have been

and more enjoyable throughout their

bag drop also limits the number of

impacted, and economies have seen

entire journey.

interactions travellers may have with

However, this year has brought

a $3.4 billion economic loss. Without

This is why biometrics are so

airport crew or customs officials by

Who can join?
Supplier and Transportation Companies
■

Transportation companies (including airlines,

Public Sector Organisations and Academics
■

All Government Departments and Agencies charged

strong international coordination,

critical at this moment. Touchless

automating and securing the bag users

these numbers will continue to

solutions and privacy-by-design

data. Finally, physical distancing (in

shipping companies, rail operators, freight

with the responsibility of managing the international

increase, and could possibly reach

biometrics play a critical role in

many cases 1.5 to 2 metres between

forwarders) with a legitimate interest in supporting

movement of people, goods and materials across

a loss of 197.5 million jobs and $5.5

restoring traveller confidence, as

individuals) takes over limited spaces.

billion USD by end of the year.

they significantly reduce the risk of

Therefore, biometrics may provide

our aim;

national borders; including pre-entry, on-entry and

the spread of the virus, while also

additional value in that the speed at

Travel & Tourism private sector,

allowing travel to begin to resume.

which they move travellers will be

has entered into a partnership

The concept of privacy-by-design is

increased.

with Pangiam, a leading security

critically important. As a relatively

solutions company, to further

new technology, accountability and

domestic and international travel will

other private sector entities who, in the opinion of

work on the growth of Travel &

transparency about the policies

return to normal, governments and

Tourism, specifically surrounding

governing the use of biometrics are

industry should be poised to meet that

the Board, support the safe and secure movement of

biometrics. With this partnership

critical to maintaining public trust.

demand and maximize efficiencies

both organisations have committed

Biometrics will work at every point of

through the adoption of biometrics.

to making the best use of new and

the journey to make travelling easier

Smart money in the industry realises

emerging technology and established

and touchless, while providing border

that rebuilding travel in a safer and

border management principles to

services with even greater security.

more cost-effective manner needs to

WTTC, which represents the global

deliver an enhanced and touchless
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To support the recovery of the Travel

JOIN THE
GROWING
IBMATA
FAMILY
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Over the past decade, there has been

While estimates vary on when

happen now.

www.ibmata.org

■

legitimate interest in supporting our aim; and
■

after entry applications;

Port, airport, and other management entities with a
■

Intergovernmental organisations with a vested
interest in the management of people and goods

Those technology suppliers, business integrators and

across international borders;
■

Non-governmental organisations with a vested

people and goods across international borders whilst

interest in the management of people and goods

facilitating flow, in accordance with the aims of the

across international borders and legitimate

organisation.

academic organisations and research facilities.

www.ibmata.org/how-to-join

www.ibmata.org
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WTTC GLOBAL
HYGIENE
STAMP

FEATURE
By Chris Imbsen, Director of Destination
Stewardship at the World Travel &
Tourism Council (WTTC)

WTTC launches
the world’s first
global safety and
hygiene stamp

T

he World Travel & Tourism

lasting travel disruption, higher costs

provide consistency and guidance

Council (WTTC) aims to support

and a longer recovery time. Instead

to destination authorities, travel

the Travel & Tourism sector

we must learn from the past and from

providers, operators and travellers

in achieving an effective recovery

good practice, while ensuring wide

about the new approach to health &

by developing meaningful action

and comprehensive coordination

hygiene in the post COVID-19 world.

plans that optimise sector-wide

and alignment across the public and

recovery efforts and providing the

private sectors to ensure that robust

collaboration with WTTC Members,

public and private sectors with the

global measures are put in place to

leading industry associations and

insights and toolkits for interaction

help rebuild confidence. In this regard,

international organisations and take

and implementation. In the context

the implementation of global protocols

account of the current guidelines of the

destinations and companies around

ranging from central governments

issue the stamp to their stakeholders,

of its recovery initiative, WTTC has

or standards, jointly embraced by

World Health Organization (WHO) and

the world, WTTC launched the world’s

to provinces and municipalities.

thereby complementing the efforts

worked with Members, governments

governments and the private sector,

the Centers for Disease Control and

first ever global safety and hygiene

Moreover, over 100 more (and

of governments and catalysing the

and health experts to design new

is vital to gaining back traveller

Prevention (CDC). Importantly, they are

stamp. The landmark move by WTTC

growing) have applied, and the list

uptake.

operational and health protocols

confidence.

living documents which are updated

immediately received the backing of

is growing daily. The stamp’s success

as new information becomes available

the influential United Nations World

clearly demonstrates its importance

sector looks set to continue facing

about COVID-19.

Tourism Organization (UNWTO).

not only to destinations and businesses,

severe challenges stemming from

but also to travellers and the hundreds

the COVID-19 pandemic for the

to support the sector’s recovery.

Unfortunately, the Travel & Tourism

WTTC has also launched the world’s

Saudi Arabia and its Presidency of

first ever global safety and hygiene

the G20, the global Travel & Tourism

stamp, designed to allow travellers to

private sector was asked to put

protocols for 11 key Travel & Tourism

to address COVID-19 and similar

of millions of people around the world

foreseeable future. In these times,

recognise governments and businesses

together a plan to support the recovery

industries - namely hospitality,

outbreaks, allows travellers to

who work in, and depend on, the

the Safe Travels protocols and stamp

around the world that have adopted

of the sector and bring back 100

outdoor retail, aviation, airports, tour

recognise governments and businesses

Travel & Tourism sector.

offer an internationally coordinated

the Safe Travels protocols. At the time

million jobs. The first action of 24-point

operators, short-term rental industry,

around the world which have adopted

of writing, 135 destinations around the

plan was to “implement standardized

attractions, car rental, convention

health and hygiene protocols that

the opportunity and responsibility

spreading the disease. Going forward,

world are now aligned with the Safe

global health and safety protocols

centres, meetings & events, insurance,

are aligned with WTTC’s Safe Travels

to advocate the implementation of

it will be crucial that destinations and

Travels protocols.

across all industries and geographies

and adventure tourism. For the

Protocols. All countries, destination

the Safe Travels protocols and the

companies apply the protocols using a

to facilitate a consistent and safe travel

purpose of alignment across these

authorities and companies operating

uptake of the stamp to their subsidiary

risk-based approach as epidemiological

experience.”

industries, all the protocols are divided

in Travel & Tourism can use the

public sector authorities and private

circumstances vary from country to

into four pillars: 1. Operational and

stamp, provided they comply with

sector organisations, and to ensure

country and evolve over time.

Previous global crises have shown
that there are several do’s and don’ts
that underlie successful recovery

20

Indeed, under the leadership of

The protocols were developed in

In the wake of COVID-19, WTTC

To date, WTTC has launched

The stamp, designed specifically

Safe Travels destinations also have

approach to reducing the risk of

As for WTTC, it is now looking at how

initiatives. Key pitfalls to avoid include

therefore acted quickly to produce new

Staff Preparedness; 2. Ensuring a Safe

the Safe Travels protocols, in the case

their ongoing compliance with the

working in silos, and reinventing

global Safe Travels protocols for use

Experience; 3. Rebuilding Trust &

of aviation, with the International

protocols. This has facilitated the

to develop training and verification

or creating unnecessary new travel

by the Travel & Tourism stakeholders

Confidence; 4. Implementing Enabling

Civil Aviation Organization’s “Takeoff:

dissemination of the protocols and

modules to support stakeholders in

processes. Unfortunately this has

as best practice guidelines to help

Policies Rebuilding Trust & Confidence

Guidance for Air Travel through the

stamp to thousands of companies

applying these vital guidelines, in

often been the response; notably after

restart and speed up the recovery

and 4. Implementing Enabling Policies.

COVID-19 Public Health Crisis”.

in those destinations. International

addition to its wider and coordinated

the tragedy of 9/11, where the lack of

of the sector. They were designed to

In order to consolidate the success

and national level Travel & Tourism

efforts to remove travel barriers and

coordination among governments and

rebuild confidence among travellers

of the protocols, and to encourage and

success, being used by 135 destinations

industry associations and WTTC

rebuild traveller confidence.

with the private sector caused long-

and within the sector, as well as to

recognise their successful uptake by

in all corners of the globe so far,

members are also empowered to
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AUTOMATED
ENTRY
& EXIT
PROCESSING

FEATURE
Alexander de Voet – Border
Services consulting lead

Daniel Bachenheimer Unique Identity Services
offering lead

Why the time is right for
automated Entry & Exit
processing at our Borders
By Alexander de Voet and Daniel Bachenheimer, Accenture

BORDER AGENCIES HAVE PLAYED AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN SUPPORTING NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL RESPONSES TO
THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC. DESPITE SEEING A LARGE DECLINE IN TRAVELLER NUMBERS OVER THE LAST YEAR, BORDER
AGENCIES HAVE REMAINED STEADFAST IN THEIR MISSIONS TO MAINTAIN AND PROTECT NATIONAL BORDERS AND PLAY
IMPORTANT ROLES IN ENSURING CRITICAL MEDICAL SUPPLIES REACH THEIR DESTINATIONS, WHILE MEETING THE
INCREASED NEEDS OF THOSE WHO CONTINUE TO TRAVEL AMIDST THE PANDEMIC, AND ALL THE TIME KEEPING THEIR
WORKFORCES SAFE AND WELL.

T

oday, as citizens and
organisations learn to coexist

are critical to upholding

with the pandemic threat,

WHAT GOOD LOOKS LIKE
Trusted, verifiable data made

process, which is then matched

based watchlists commonly used,

against that gallery of the border

is that they all make use of facial

agency .

recognition and other biometric

reducing the risk of misidentification
of people who have the same

■ The European Union (EU) is

technologies to link persons entering

biographical information as someone

developing a central Entry-Exit

and exiting the country, to data

on a watchlist. When deployed prior

System (EES) to enhance the

already obtained about that person

to a traveller’s arrival, passengers’

management of its external

by government (such as through API,

biometric details can be compared

borders. The system will register

visa applications, and eTAs). These

against facial images contained on

facial image, fingerprint and travel

identity matching technologies enable

a watchlist, alerting border agents

document data of all third-country

faster processing of low-risk travellers

to any matches and identifying

nationals on initial encounter

while allowing officials to quickly

travellers who require additional

and then biometrically verify

identify persons of interest and take

security screening.

identity when entering or exiting

appropriate actions. These systems

the Schengen area thereafter,

enable border agencies to more

national security, data quality

available to border authorities

forward thinking border agencies

and completeness of traveller

remotely and prior to passenger

are taking steps to transform their

information often present a

arrival, would allow entry and exit

exit checks are already being used

while also registering the time of

accurately address the issue of visa

operations in advance of a new era of

challenge for border agencies. The

checks processes to be automated and

or piloted in most of the Border Five

entry and exit . Similar to the U.S.

overstaying, enhance airport security

post pandemic travel. Many agencies

process of travellers manually

made more seamless while reducing

countries and the EU; and these are

system, the solution will provide

and positively contribute to the fight

are looking for ways to create a virtual

providing identity information

the need for face to face interactions

proving effective in reducing friction

means for travellers to consult

against terrorism.

border by collecting and processing

through commercial airline carriers’

between border staff and travellers.

and increasing security, allowing

and manage their entry and exit

Without doubt the COVID-19

as much traveller information as

customer interfaces for every trip

Similar to data read from an ePassport

border officials to focus on higher risk

records, and proactively report

pandemic has increased demand

possible prior to a traveller arriving at

they undertake holds an inherent

today, verifiable passenger data

travellers.

any errors to border agencies.

for a fully touchless border crossing

a border crossing and by automating

risk of generating incorrect or

would use cryptographic methods

■ The U.S.A. is currently piloting

entry-exit checks processes.

incomplete information, and provide

to determine the authenticity and

a Biometric Exit programme,

(WEF), the Canadian and Dutch

including a new openness among

incomplete travel records for border

integrity of traveller data (which is not

expected to be rolled out across

governments, Air Canada, KLM,

passengers to processes that

agencies to information sources like

agencies to work from. The absence

the case today for API, PNR, and eTA

20 airports by 2021, which

Schiphol Airport, Montreal

capture health-related data. Image

Advanced Passenger Information

of trusted, verifiable data sources

data). Additionally, having trusted,

will remove the need of some

Airport, and Toronto Airport

recognition technology has a clear

(API), Passenger Name Records (PNR)

relating to a travellers movements

verifiable biometric information

passengers to present machine-

are piloting a Known Traveller

role to play in post-pandemic travel,

and Electronic Travel Authorisations

can often complicate the accurate

available on each traveller

readable passports. Instead,

Digital Identity (KTDI) programme,

particularly when the technology is

(eTA’s) will be crucial if a change

matching of a traveller’s entry and

would allow identity claims to be

airline manifest data and

leveraging decentralised identity

applied in combination with heat

is to occur in how border agencies

exit information, leaving gaps in

authenticated in real-time when the

information from government

technology provided by Accenture

sensors to monitor a traveller’s

manage their operations, perform

border agencies’ ability to protect

person presents at the border crossing

immigration, passport and visa

where travellers can selectively

body temperature. The move to

risk assessments on each traveller,

national security, maintain safety,

and reduce the need for travellers

databases will be used to create

disclose government and carrier

new digital forms of decentralised

effectively deal with security threats

uphold public health, and identify

to repeatedly present their travel

a gallery of photos of travellers

attested identity attributes with

identity management systems puts

and uphold their mission to facilitate

those who overstay in a country and

documents to a border agent.

expected to arrive in or depart

border officials through selective

personal identity components into

legitimate international trade and

break the rules associated with their

Biometric watchlists could also

from the U.S. Travellers get their

disclosure based on the principle

the possession of each traveller, while

travel.

visa.

add additional security and are far

photo taken during the boarding

of ‘informed consent’.

at the same time making sure those

Advanced access by border
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While entry and exit checks

What unites these approaches

more effective than the biographic
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AUTOMATED
ENTRY
& EXIT
PROCESSING
by competent authorities to

verifiable. This provides citizens

mitigate the risks of using passport

with the privacy they deserve and

photos which may be old or poor

low as a result of the pandemic, a

protects against malicious acts such

quality. Additional layers of

window of opportunity now exists

as identity theft and fraudulent health

verification could include shifting

for border agencies to rapidly test

attestations.

the responsibility to travellers for

and adopt new approaches to border

voluntary compliance and using

management and to train border

a safe and sustained return to

carrier data as a secondary source.

agents in new ways of working with

cross-border travel while helping to

Introducing a new process for

minimal disruption to their day-day

reduce the risk of virus transmissions

entry and exit will likely initially

operations - now is the time to get

between both travellers and border

create some delays at border

border management processes and

staff.

crossing points, but this disruption

technologies right before passenger

can and must be minimised in a

volumes increase again over time.

Ultimately such measures support

WHAT TO GET RIGHT
For a country or border agency
to get entry and exit checks right,
they must have the correct policies,

way that supports social distancing

While traveller volumes remain

Establishing automated entry-exit

measures and offers touchless

checks in a way that enables touchless

interfaces.

identity capture and verification is

■ Technology: it is important that

also a prerequisite to reigniting cross-

processes, people and technology in

traveller information is captured

border travel in a safe and sustainable

place.

quickly to avoid delays at busy

way post pandemic. New technology

airports and border crossings. The

advancements in fingerprint and

including measures on data

use of eGates and facial recognition

facial image recognition using mobile

protection and the ethical use

technologies are already

devices are enabling new ways of

of AI, are in place that mandate

commonplace and enabling the fast

capturing and matching biometric

the capturing and responsible

capture and matching of biometric

and biographic information that are

use of passenger information,

information to process passengers

fast, efficient, secure and low-cost,

including biometric and health

quickly and securely. Tokenless

all basic components of a successful

related data, and that allow new

facial recognition, where travel

automated entry-exit checks

digital forms of identification to

documents are not required but

programme.

be used for traveller enrolment

facial recognition galleries are,

Border agencies don’t necessarily

and verification by different

are emerging and offer a more

need large capital to make an entry-

government entities. In the context

streamlined and touchless process

exit checks programme successful.

of today’s uncertain travel and

for travellers. It is critical however

A successful journey to automated

economic environment, such

to sufficiently test facial recognition

entry-exit checks doesn’t start with

policies also need to be dynamic

technology for accuracy and bias.

technology, but rather with policy and

and developed in an agile way to

Addressing any problems head-on

intent, taking an iterative approach

be able to address change at pace

and continuously monitoring the

to the development of a system that

whilst ensuring an individuals’

performance of facial recognition

meets each country’s unique needs.

rights and freedoms remain

technology is key.

By iteratively improving existing

■ Policies: ensure the right policies,

protected.

■ People: Automated entry and exit

application programming interfaces

checks allow border agencies to

(API) used for entry-exit checks

and exits are registered and

make better use of their scarce

and by developing and testing new

sufficient information captured to

and important human resources.

solutions and technologies, agencies

accurately match persons to the

Border agents can shift focus

can begin to create the building

available information sources.

from repetitive tasks, such as

blocks for a successful border entry-

This means looking at different

stamping passports, to risk analysis

exit check programme that enhances

identifiers, including biometric

and insight-based interdictions.

border security, supports public

data, and adding additional layers

Providing staff with the tools and

health measures and ultimately

of verification to improve data

training they need to reskill and

creates a safe and seamless traveller

accuracy. To the extent possible,

refocus is critical to successfully

experience.

ensure that facial images used

realising the benefits of automated

for comparison are taken live

entry and exit checks.

■ Process: ensure traveller entries

24
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identity components are trusted and
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CBP
SEAMLESS
TRAVEL

FEATURE
be processed through the traditional
inspection process consistent with

Facial comparison
technology promotes
seamless travel experience
DALLAS — U.S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP) LAUNCHED SIMPLIFIED ARRIVAL
AT DALLAS/FORT WORTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT DELIVERING A SEAMLESS AND MORE
TOUCHLESS TRAVEL EXPERIENCE FOR TRAVELERS RETURNING FROM AN INTERNATIONAL
TRIP AND ARRIVING HERE.

By Jud Murdock, CBP Director of Field Operations, Houston

S

into the United States.
CBP is committed to its privacy

longstanding congressional mandate
to biometrically record the entry and

existing requirements for entry into

obligations and has taken steps

exit of non-U.S. citizens. To date,

the United States.

to safeguard the privacy of all

more than 53 million travelers have

travelers. CBP has employed strong

participated in the biometric facial

the well-being and security of

technical security safeguards and

comparison process at air, land and

our customers, employees and

has limited the amount of personally

sea ports of entry. Since September

community and we’re pleased that

identifiable information used in

2018, CBP has leveraged facial

our international travelers will now

the facial biometric process. New

biometrics to prevent nearly 300

be able to experience Simplified

photos of U.S. citizens will be deleted

imposters from illegally entering the

Arrival’s more touchless process,”

within 12 hours. Photos of most

United States by using genuine travel

said Ken Buchanan, executive vice

foreign nationals will be stored in

documents that were issued to other

president of revenue management

a secure Department of Homeland

people.

and customer experience for DFW

Security system. CBP and its air

Airport. “Collaboration with our

travel partners are expanding the

efforts to secure and streamline

partners at CBP has allowed DFW

use of facial biometrics through

travel through facial biometrics is

Airport customers to continuously

public-private partnerships to

available here.

benefit from innovative technology

not only fulfill the Congressional

that elevates their experience and

security mandate, but also to further

Protection is the unified border

will be critically important as we

secure and enhance touchless travel

agency within the Department

look towards the future of travel.”

wherever identity verification is

of Homeland Security charged

“DFW Airport’s top priority is

More information about CBP’s

U.S. Customs and Border

Eligible travelers who wish to opt

required for international travel. At

with the management, control

out of the new biometric process may

DFW, the Simplified Arrival process

and protection of our nation’s

notify a CBP officer as they approach

complements facial biometric

borders at and between official

the primary inspection point.

boarding to further secure and

ports of entry. CBP is charged with

These travelers will be required to

enhance the customer experience.

securing the borders of the United

Biometric facial comparison

States while enforcing hundreds of

implified Arrival is an enhanced international arrival

present a valid travel document for

process that uses biometric facial comparison technology

inspection by a CBP officer and they

technology enhances CBP’s ability

laws and facilitating lawful trade

to automate the manual document checks that are already

will be processed consistent with

to facilitate lawful travel and

and travel.

existing requirements for admission

secure the border and fulfills a

required for admission into the United States.
“We are proud to bring Simplified Arrival to DFW,” said CBP
Director of Field Operations Jud Murdock. “With this program,
CBP has reduced the need to capture fingerprints and handle
travel documents thus minimizing the direct contact between
our officers and the traveling public.”
Simplified Arrival only uses facial comparison technology
at a time and place where travelers are already required by
law to verify their identity by presenting a travel document.
When travelers arrive at DFW on an international flight, they
will pause for a photo at the primary inspection point. CBP’s
biometric facial matching service will compare the new photo
of the traveler to a small gallery of high-quality images that
the traveler has already provided to the government, such as
passport and visa photos. In addition, foreign travelers who
have traveled to the U.S. previously will no longer need to
provide fingerprints as their identity will be confirmed through
the touchless facial comparison process.
Simplified Arrival pairs one of the industry’s highest ranked
facial comparison algorithm (as assessed by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology) with trained CBP
officers who are skilled at verifying the authenticity of travel
documents. If a traveler cannot be matched to a photo on
record using the Simplified Arrival process, the traveler will

26
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A PROVEN
SOLUTION
TO BORDER
CONTROL

By Chris Gilliland,
Director of Innovative Travel Solutions,
Vancouver International Airport

FEATURE

A Proven Solution
to Border Control:
Vancouver Airport

A

s the industry’s largest and

biometrics for fingerprint and facial

technology, it bathes everything

most experienced provider

enrolment and verification, the kiosks

below the light, which includes the

of kiosk-based border control

can process all passengers, including

document and fingerprint scanners.

solutions and an airport operator

those travelling as a family and those

After a three-minute cleaning cycle,

ourselves, at Innovative Travel

who require increased accessibility.

99.9% of bacteria on surfaces will be

Solutions (ITS), we understand the

We take pride in being a trusted
partner because we know, as an

a built-in motion detector that will

and border authorities are facing

airport, how important it is to invest in

shut off the light when users are in

all around the world. Challenges

technologies that are proven, backed

close proximity. As part of this trial,

including the need for airports

by years of valuable experience and

a clinical expert visited YVR to test

to operate in the new realities of

are supported by a knowledgeable

and validate the effectiveness of the

a COVID-19 world, as well as the

team. Our extensive experience

UV cleaning light technology, which

new security and data collection

designing and deploying custom

yielded adequate disinfectant results

and LCA, the Cyprus Police and ITS,

requirements outlined by the

BorderXpress solutions around

within 99%.

was integral throughout the process.

European Union’s impending Entry/

the globe has positioned ITS as the

Exit System (EES) scheduled to be

industry leader with a reputation and

introduced in 2022.

market share to prove it.

kiosks are an adaptable and effective
end-to-end border control solution.
We initially built the self-service kiosk
solution more than 10 years ago to
make passenger border control more

Unlike other technology providers,

we’re all very proud of.
During the pilot program, the kiosks

and to secure traveller confidence
within our industry, it is important

It allowed for a smooth and efficient

safely processed passengers over a

to take action now. One way to start

only ITS has the advantage of using

integration, with each partner

six-month period, capturing biometric

is through a pilot program to better

an airport as a live test site to build

bringing critical components to the

quality standards in accordance

understand technical requirements

the best possible border control

relationship. As of July 2019, both

with the new security and data

and traveller behaviours, test

INTRODUCING SELFCLEANING, CONTACTLESS
FEATURES TO BORDERXPRESS
KIOSKS

solution prior to going to market.

airports have significantly reduced

collection requirements outlined by

workflows and leverage key data

Being able to trial new technologies

passenger processing times, from

the European Union. The information

for capacity planning. With over 10

at YVR allows the ITS team to learn

between 50 to 80 seconds down to 15

gained from the pilot provided Isavia

years of experience designing and

and observe, react quickly to changing

to 30 seconds, essentially eliminating

and Icelandic Police with valuable data

perfecting kiosk-based border control

In response to the significant and

requirements and standards, and

queues altogether.

regarding the impact of border control

solutions, and proven expertise in

questions and transaction times, as

user experience, layout and passenger

Our BorderXpress self-service

efficient and secure at Vancouver

rapid impact COVID-19 has had on

incrementally improve the user

International Airport (YVR), but it

the travel industry, ITS was once

experience for the benefit of all our

of BorderXpress in Cyprus, a six-

well as the nuances and challenges of

flow analysis, we are a strong provider

quickly became clear that other ports

again at the forefront of delivering a

customers.

month pilot program was launched at

capturing biometrics for the purpose

to partner with you to address these

around the globe could benefit from

purposeful and innovative solution.

Keflavik International Airport (KEF) in

of enrolment.

challenges.

our technology. We expanded rapidly

Since May 2020, the team has been

and are now the trusted partner at

researching, developing and leading

more than 45 airport and seaport

in a future solution—a self-cleaning,

with the launch of 74 BorderXpress

to better understand the impact to the

locations around the world and our

contactless experience with our

kiosks at Pafos International Airport

passenger experience and processing

Cyprus and Iceland, as well as the

within Vancouver International

kiosks have helped more than 250

BorderXpress kiosks.

(PFO) and Larnaka International

in preparation of the new enhanced

capability of ITS to continue to

Airport (YVR), named Best Airport

SUCCESS IN EUROPE

Following the demonstrated success

Chris Gilliland is the Director

Iceland in June 2019. Airport operator

In 2018, we expanded into Europe

Isavia and the Icelandic Police wanted

EXPERIENCE MATTERS
The success of BorderXpress in

of Innovative Travel Solutions
(ITS), an independent business unit

Airport (LCA) in Cyprus. This

border control requirements for

enhance product offerings, show

in North America for 11 consecutive

based technology trial allows users

represented the first implementation

the impending EES. As with Cyprus,

the value of collaboration and

years. ITS specializes in delivering

to control the on-screen cursor

of permanent kiosks for entry and

collaboration was essential in

innovation within the industry. It

industry-leading travel technology

that unites efficiency, safety and

with hand gestures at a distance of

exit border control in the European

implementing a secure and efficient

also demonstrates the importance of

to transform the traveller’s

security while being fully tailored to

about 30 centimetres away from the

Union – a significant achievement for

end-to-end border control solution

working with experienced providers

experience.

each airport’s and border authority’s

screen. Users are able to hover on

all partners.

in Iceland. This approach allowed us

who understand today’s landscape.

unique needs and regulatory

the buttons and make contactless

environment. Using state-of-the-art

selections. As part of the UV cleaning

million passengers safely clear the
border.
BorderXpress uses a simple process

28

eliminated. The kiosk also includes

complexities and challenges airports
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MAKING THE
MOST OF
FREEPORTS

FEATURE
have tax benefits. This also needs

processes. There is an important

to develop around them, as seen

to be supplemented by regulatory

cashflow benefit of using a Freeport

in coastal hubs such as Singapore,

benefits (including but not limited

or free trade zone. In fact, customs

Hong Kong and Dubai.

to planning rules and start-up

simplifications are at the core of

costs). Freeports can be incubators

what it is to be a Free Trade Zone.

for different regulatory systems

Most FTZs combine tariff and

■ There should be no upper limit
to the number of Freeports there
can be. Since they are designed to

Making the
Most of Freeports
A

The Freeport programme

should be used to relax planning

and regulatory benefits

restrictions for ports. Everything

■ The efficient integration of customs

should be done to allow for the

administration with port operations

natural development of Freeports

activity, the government is not

can limit the disruption of collecting

as transportation and logistical

expected to ‘pay’ for them. But

revenues, duties and taxes on

hubs. Such infrastructure includes

there is no lower limit. If a potential

one hand with the requirement

warehousing and logistics

Freeport operator can satisfy the

to ensure public safety in the

facilities, but over time other

criteria (geographical, ease of

management and seizure of illegal

services provision such financial

investment and approvals) for the

and controlled shipments

services (initially trade finance,

■ We advocate a new generation

but developing into other forms of

awarded Freeport benefits

of Freeports designed as Special

finance), data centres to support

■ Free ports need not be the

Economic Zones with a range of

increase use of data and the like.

‘invisible’ zones that many

integrated services built around

policymakers fear. In fact, by

an advanced customs core zone

using new innovations such as

with maximum facilitation from

World Free Zones Organizations’

a customs perspective while

Safe Zone programme, and track

still meeting the compliance

the infrastructure that connects it

and trace technology, as well

requirements for the highest

to the rest of the region is crucial.

REGENERATION
INFRASTRUCTURE
■ The location of the Freeport and

fter Covid-19, the world will

supported by the WTO, IMF, World

need a burst of wealth creation

Bank and World Customs Organisation

contribute to all of these dimensions of

as comprehensive inventory

level of best practice Freeports/

Not every location has the same

and private sector economic

as legitimate tools for economic growth.

needed policymaking. They can act as

management, Freeports can

freezones worldwide. World Free

geo-strategic benefits. In addition,

nodes on global trade superhighways

actually enhance visibility into

Zones Organization has developed

lowering the costs of energy and

growth. The longer the pause in the

Second, the UK must promote

Freeports in this context can also

economy, the more vital this will

international co-operation via

in some cases and in others they can

supply chains, and help increase

a compliance programme (Safe

other input costs in the zone will

become. The UK’s Freeports initiative

maintenance of a liberal and open

be more regional nodes as inevitably

their resilience.

Zone) supporting an international

greatly assist the zone’s capacity

is potentially a powerful tool in the

economic order. There will be

some supply chains shorten and

platinum level for highly compliant

to act as an economic generator.

revitalisation of the UK and global

increased pressure for autarkic and

become more regional. Major trade

Freeports which generates

Once the zone is acting in this way,

economy, post Covid-19. There will

protectionist policy responses post

superhighways are likely to require

maximum customs simplifications.

business activity and job creation

be renewed emphasis on ensuring

Covid-19. Since the US is increasingly

more focus in order to maintain

the resilience of global supply chains,

embracing such measures, the

resiliency, including greater use of

relationship between NI, GB and the

LOCATION OF FREEPORTS

and the increasingly important role

countries that promote such open

technology to ensure visibility into

EU as a result of the NI Protocol and

■ To take full advantage of the

that global nodes will play in trade

policies grows thin. The UK will have

supply chains where such global nodes

trading arrangements to ensure no

Freeport/Free Trade Zone idea,

cover large areas and are organised

superhighways, as we will seek more

to step up and maintaining open and

become ever more important.

hard border on the island of Ireland,

a port is preferred. The UK is

into a range of specialist operational

and better information about supply

competitive policies at home, including

there may be a specific reason to have

blessed with a large coastline

zones from berthing and crane

chains. In addition, it is likely that

Freeports, is an important way of

one or two Freeports in NI. A Freeport

with the added benefit of inland

operations to storage, road and rail

regional supply chains will rise in

achieving this.

that builds on a free trade zone, special

access. While FTZs can be located

facilities.

OUR KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
AND OBSERVATIONS

NI PROTOCOL AND THE CASE
FOR NI FREEPORTS

will follow.

Due to the unique trading

■ The nominated UK Freeports are
likely to include major ports which

importance as political pressures

Third, national level economic

economic zone and port area might

anywhere, locating them inside

drive more onshoring. In both of

reform and the adoption of a pro-

special economic zones generate

solve some of the problems created on

a port gives a number of added

network communications known as

these scenarios, Freeports have an

competitive regulatory reform set of

economic activity. Our experience

the NI-GB trade channel which would

advantages.

5G will provide increased speed and

important role to play.

policies will be important. Fourth,

is that far from distorting existing

be very important for the UK to solve

■ Freeports, Free Trade Zones and

■ Manufacturing can be located

■ The latest evolution of mobile

data volume handling capabilities,

subnational policies such as Freeports,

trade, SEZs of all kinds tend to

for domestic political and economic

in a Freeport so that imported

providing real- time connectivity

looked at in isolation. The UK will need

Free Trade Zones and special economic

attract economic activity that would

reasons

components could be immediately

of all port based smart devices. As

to operate in four dimensions after

zones are critical to ensuring the

not have come to the country at all

used in an assembly process for

this technology is rolled out across

the crisis. First, it must play a role in

delivery of national level reforms, as

a re-exported product, thereby

the UK it is important to prioritise

promoting better co-ordination and

these can be tested in zones (especially

customs regimes along the lines

■ Reduced declaration requirements

taking advantage of the Freeport’s

areas of commercial interest such as

consistency between global institutions.

where the zones can operate in

of Free Trade Zones so that they

for moving goods into a Freeport

exemptions

Freeports to become early adopters

Special Economic Zones could play

different ways in a decentralised and

are not in the customs territory

represent a useful simplification

an important role and need to be

more localised system).

of the host country and should

of the administration of customs

However, Freeports cannot be

30

■ •

customs clearance benefits with tax

generate private sector economic

Freeport itself, then it should be

BY SHANKER SINGHAM (CEO COMPETERE), LARS KARLSSON (MD KGH GLOBAL CONSULTING),
FRANK DUNSMUIR (HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND CUSTOMS, FUJITSU),
AND DANIEL A. GOTTSCHALD (TUM INTERNATIONAL GMBH, TECHNICAL UNIVESITY MUNICH)
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■ Such manufacturing options will

of this service.

allow financial and other services
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FREEPORTS
AND GREEN
INDUSTRIAL
GROWTH

By John Drever,
Future Borders Technical Lead, Atkins

FEATURE

John Drever is the Technical Lead on Future
Borders at Atkins, a global design, engineering
and project management consultancy with
over 19,000 employees around the world.

Using Freeports to
Drive Innovative
Green Growth

by the wind, sea and waves. The

powered submarines took to the

boat converted renewable energy

seas. There was even a 10 KW

storage was entirely green. Two

into hydrogen for use in fuel cells,

experimental and training naval

technologies ripe for conversion are

completed through the input of

reactor in the centre of London

wave power and subsea data centres.

hydrogen and oxygen and with zero

until the mid-1990s. The concept of

The oil crisis in 1972 kick-started the

emissions; just energy and water.

the small modular reactor (SMR)

wave power research in the UK that

Hydrogen can also be created by

has evolved from naval reactors

is now starting to show promising

electrolysing water or as a by-

and scaled-down power generators,

developments. The technology is still

product of other industrial processes.

and new designs are still being

in development and the UK waters

explored. The main feature of SMRs

are ideal for testing and trialling a

are key considerations in the use of

is that, instead of the traditional

range of options.

hydrogen as a fuel. With liquified

construction site, subsystems are

hydrogen typically imported via

manufactured in sections and then

their experimental subsea data

shipping and natural gas pipeline

transported to the reactor site, where

centre in the chilly depths around

infrastructure holding the potential

they are fully assembled.

Orkney, the idea of storage and

Storage space and transportation

to be converted for hydrogen use,

With the likes of Microsoft sinking

computing underwater now seems

production and storage of hydrogen

large traditional construction site,

less of a fiction and more real than

as a fuel could be best suited to a

subsystems would be manufactured

ever. Perhaps the answer to our ever-

maritime port and its hinterland.

in sections to be assembled on the

increasing thirst for data storage

Hydrogen is one of the fuels

reactor site. This is more efficient

and computing power is to create

offshore, and the UK seas are ripe for experimentation and

that has a high potential in

due to economies of scale and the

an offshore combined economy

investment, the UK’s freeports could become incubators

exploitation. It therefore feels a natural fit to see the UK

fuelling maritime transport, and

use of standardised manufacturing

of submerged power generation

for new technologies, helping accelerate the economy and

freeports become the home of exploration into new and

transferring the UK’s skills in

processes for its components.

and data? Freeports could become

place the UK at the forefront of the digital future on a global

more efficient techniques, and the manufacturing and the

hydrogen aviation to maritime is

Freeports could be an ideal location

hubs of innovation, manufacture,

stage. Going beyond their role as a customs mechanism

sale of these facilities.

a small step that could yield large

for these standard components,

maintenance and hosting of these

results – and job opportunities – if

particularly those that rely on

offshore green data services,

we created manufacturing centres

imported subsystems or raw and

bringing hi-tech jobs and commerce

at freeports. This would bring skills

processed materials.

to remote communities in the west

By selecting the right innovations and incentivising

to boost trade, these sites could become innovation hubs,
with funding powers and flexible manufacturing facilities
supported by research, industry investment and government

2.DRONES AND FLYING TAXIS
There is a green revolution happening in aviation, and

policy. This isn’t a new idea. In 2016, The Centre for Policy

it’s already starting to influence the maritime industry with

in the UK shipping manufacture

Studies published a report on The Freeport Opportunity

the likes of large drones used for sea rescue and survey.

industry, chemical manufacture

rely on high-quality manufacturing

the west and north of Scotland and

for the UK, outlining the mechanisms available to the

A combination of new battery technology, superior wing

and distribution together with

and our maritime port hinterlands

Northern Ireland.

government to create areas “inside the UK geographically,

design and new materials are enabling the design of an

infrastructure design and digital

have the infrastructure and raw

but legally outside the UK customs territory”. Since its

all-electric aircraft. The UK is already at the forefront

systems of systems on one of the

skills for this industry. SMRs could

release, Net Zero and the promotion of green industries has

of the development of this technology, and we have the

most exciting areas of maritime

revolutionise low-carbon power

continued to grow in importance – could the two be married

opportunity to capture the lucrative manufacturing

industry in the world.

around the world and it’s easy to

and freeports become a catalyst for green growth?

market.

HERE ARE FIVE GREEN INDUSTRIES THAT
COULD BENEFIT FROM THE FREEPORT
INNOVATION HUBS:

taxis to multi-passenger island hoppers. The UK is

Work still needs to be done to make

1.FLOATING OFFSHORE WIND
The UK currently produces just over 10 GW of energy
from offshore wind farms; a figure it plans to increase by
an additional 40 GW by 2030. Our maritime ports are well

Many of the SMR components

coast of England and Wales, and

CAPTURING THE POTENTIAL
OF FREEPORTS
Freeports have the potential

imagine every port having at least

to incubate another industrial

hydrogen a viable energy vector for

one SMR powering their hinterlands

revolution. It is impossible to predict

the maritime industry, and there

and the ships. Further, with energy

which technologies might drive

perfectly positioned for this new industry. With the UK a

are numerous bodies researching

facilities decommissioning at a faster

this, but it will need innovation,

hotbed for aviation design and manufacture, with wings,

its feasibility. Examples include the

rate than new build this could be the

infrastructure, collaboration, skills

structures, landing gear, avionics, material science all

UK’s North West Hydrogen Alliance

impetus needed to retain skills and

and access to investment. The UK has

being made around the UK, freeports could become the

(of which Atkins is a member),

retrain into the nuclear industry.

a rich track record of all five of these

meeting place for all these components to be transformed

featuring the HyNet project which

vital ingredients, as well as being a

into market-leading products.

aims to drive the development of a

hot bed of entrepreneurship. All we

Current research and development ranges from flying

A freeport with access to a local airport for flight trials

decarbonised hydrogen-based energy

5.GREEN DATA CENTRES

need to do is seize the opportunity

positioned to support the manufacturing and maintenance

and tests would prove an ideal location for manufacture

market in the NW of UK, and others

The global thirst for data is

of new and existing offshore wind farms, thanks to their

and integration of this exciting technology.

being developed in the North East.

increasing exponentially and is

innovative green growth and future-

likely to continue. Data storage and

proof the UK’s economy. There is

retrieval requires electrical power

nothing holding us back.

coastal location and the abundance of expertise in offshore
facilities from those in the oil and gas sector.
There’s still much to learn and innovate in the offshore

32

The main idea is that instead of a

Imagine a scenario where data

3.HYDROGEN AS A TRANSPORT FUEL
In October 2019, a boat arrived in London on the third

wind market – such as how best to move from fixed-base

leg of its remarkable zero emission journey around the

platforms in shallow water to floating platforms further

world. It was to travel 20,000 miles in total, powered only

Border Management Today || Issue
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4.SMALL MODULAR
REACTORS
Small nuclear reactors have
been around since the first nuclear
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that freeports can bring to drive

for running the computers, keeping
them cool and communicating the
data around the world.
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THE TROUBLE
WITH
BORDERS

FEATURE
By Aodhan Connolly

least 8 border movements before it

what about the need for Exit

arrives on your supermarket shelf. It’s

Summary Declarations?
Goods Moving GB for NI- Will

through Dublin to GB to continue

of being part of an economic union

there be a certified supply chain?

to meet the needs of the just in

that has allowed business to grow and

Will there be a need for Export

flourish.

Health Certificates?

not just 22 years of peace but 40 years

3.

Tariffs will be not be Paid for

said in January 2020 that it would be

Goods Remaining in the UK’s

a herculean task to get all this ready

are those who castigate the NI Protocol

Customs Territory - How does

by the end of the transition period. It

to the point to where they believe that

the application of EU Duties

has only gotten harder since then, not

both it and the Withdrawal Agreement

GB-NI and the ‘at risk’ test occur?

helped by the fact that the transition

should be repudiated. But it has to

When will the system for ‘rebate’

period has been limited to the shortest

be designed and rolled out?

time possible. The politics over this

When will Systems be ready?

year has confounded what should have

benefits and does give us much-needed

The Trader Support Service,

been a very technical process.

protections, especially if there were to

the mooted Retail Movement

be a No Deal outcome.

Scheme, CDS which replace

we run the very real risk of not being

CHIEF and the Goods Vehicle

able to give NI households the choice

border problems for Northern Ireland

Movement Scheme. Will they all

and affordability they need.

as simple linear equation but in actual

be full operational by 1 January?

4.

be remembered that, while the NI
Protocol is not perfect, it does still have

N

5.

Many seem to be looking at the

Unless these questions are answered

There is no good customs or SPS fairy

VAT – quite simply how will the

that will come down on 31 December

jigsaw, where you need all parts

new VAT requirements work in

2020 to make this all work. It is up to

in place before you can get the full

Northern Ireland?

the UK Government and the EU to fulfil

Access to Labour - What

their promises to Northern Ireland

own industry of retail is a very high

measures will be put in place to

and to prove that their concern for

volume, low profit margin industry, so

protect mutual recognition of

this little part of the world is real.

even small cost rises can make a very

qualifications between the UK

Business will continue to be pragmatic

big impact on the bottom line. When it

and Ireland to allow British and

and implement the changes. But there

fact it is more like a three-dimensional

picture. To put it another way, my

6.

7.

orthern Ireland business

fact I have heard it said several times

in Northern Ireland has been so

comes to calculating the impact of new

Irish citizens to fully exercise the

will be many businesses for whom

has found itself in a rather

that the Northern Ireland market is

vocal. NI Households have half of the

tariffs and non-tariff barriers, there is

rights and privileges under the

time simply will not allow them to be

paradoxical position of

simply a rounding error. My answer to

discretionary income of households

a very simple equation to be made. If

CTA? How to ensure British and

ready. There is a need for both sides

being both at the centre of the Brexit

that is simple: It may be your rounding

in Great Britain. They have higher

the new costs are higher than the profit

Irish citizens’ rights to live and

to be flexible otherwise there will be a

process and, in other ways, a complete

error but for us, it is all that we have.

levels of indebtedness and lower levels

margins, then either the product or the

work across the UK and Ireland?

tangible negative impact on jobs and

of savings and financial security. In

business model becomes unviable.

Preventing Northern

on the standard of living for families

Ireland being at Economic

in Northern Ireland. That is not
acceptable.

afterthought. A cause célèbre on both

Of course, things were always going

8.

So what remains unanswered? Well

sides of the debate when it suited their

to be different in Northern Ireland

short, they can’t afford the cost rises

purposes, and a social pariah when

as the only part of the UK that has a

that come with tariff and non- tariff

lots, to be honest, but it falls under 11

Disadvantage to GB and

it didn’t. Meanwhile NI business and

land border with the European Union.

barriers; even a small increase in

broad themes. Many questions flow

Ireland - How can we ensure

those who trade with Northern Ireland

And this has manifested itself clearly

costs will have a detrimental effect on

from those themes. Here are just a few

costs arising as a result of the

of the Northern Ireland Retail

have continued to plough a pragmatic

with the signing of last October’s

already-squeezed household budgets.

examples of the 82 questions that came

Protocol (which specifically place

Consortium and the Convenor of

course: preparing where possible, and

Brexit deal. Following the Withdrawal

from the Northern Ireland Business

NI businesses and consumers at

the Northern Ireland Business

asking for clarity and technical detail

Agreement and its Protocol on Ireland/

community has been very clear from

Brexit Working Group paper published

potential disadvantage), do not

Brexit Working Group. He has been

as needed to allow preparation to take

Northern Ireland Protocol, the region

the start that it wanted no borders

in October.

exceed product margin?

to the fore of the Brexit debate

place. But here we are, just weeks from

is de jure still part of the UK sovereign

anywhere. So integrated are our

Third Country FTAs – Can NI

with the NIRC’s Fair Deal for

the end of the transition period, and the

territory and Customs Union but de

supply chains that we are reliant on

difference between a paper

avail of UK and EU FTAs and, if

Consumers Brexit campaign, and is

cries of concern from across industry is

facto administering the Union Customs

either finished goods, processing or

customs wall and a brick

so, how?

part of the UKG Joint Consultative

reaching a crescendo.

Code and the Single Market regulatory

ingredients that can travel freely North,

regime. And that presents problems

South, East or West. A bottle of Baileys

which we will consider later.

There are reasons why Northern
Ireland is different from the rest
of the UK when it comes to these

34

time supply chain?
This list is in no way exhaustive. We

where NI business wanted to be. There

So where are we now is not exactly

The Trouble with Borders…..
Northern Ireland and the
end of the transition period.

label changes for January 2021?
11. Transit: Can we move NI goods

However, this is not just about

The Northern Ireland business

1.

FTA or no FTA? – This is the

customs wall down the Irish Sea

9.

10. Labelling - What address

Aodhán Connolly is the Director

Committee on Customs for Northern

Unfettered Access for NI Goods

will need to be on the labels?

Ireland and the UKG NI Business

will have five border movements

to GB - How does the UKG

What nutritional information

Engagement Forum. He was part of

before it is a finished product; a

propose striking the balance

will need to be on the new

the Government’s DExEU Alternative

2.

deliberations. We are a mere 1.9 million

business, the movement of goods,

supermarket chicken salad sandwich

between unfettered access and

labels? Is there a timeframe for

Arrangements Working Group, and

of the 68 million population of the UK.

customs and taxation. There is another

will have seven movements and even

protecting the reputation and

implementation of this as we are

is a panel member for the NI Food

We have a relatively small economy; in

reason why the business community

the humble cottage pie will have at

integrity of NI produce? And

now past the time needed for

Certification Committee.
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MOBILE
DEVICE DATA
& BORDER
SECURITY

FEATURE
appointed Official Vet to certify and

and in use today. P2D have developed

Executive and Founder of

declare a product fit for movement

and provide this technology and, more

the transition period holds comes

through the border has been tested,

importantly, have been demonstrating

clarity.

is operationally available and is

it to the UK government for a number

being used today.

Physical 2 Digital

Brexit, customs and
the Northern Ireland protocol:
from ambiguity and uncertainty
to technology based solutions

A

Through the application of

of years. The capability supports trade

technology services and cloud-based

■ The ability to scan and load goods

through borders and Freeports alike,

data capabilities offered by innovative

into vehicles with full visibility of

enabling businesses to optimise their

companies like P2D, sound British

load, attach customs declarations

sourcing strategies, warehousing and

institutions such as M&S are able to

to the load both physically and

logistics services.

support trade and provision of services

digitally, and pre-notify border

P2D have developed what they

into their NI, ROI and EU stores

and customs authorities at point of

call the ‘Trusted Trader Programme’

that they have selflessly served for

load is available now on the same

and offer its capabilities across the

generations.

platform.

Food, Pharma and Supply Chain and

Moreover, and perhaps more

Logistics industries. These services

importantly, future borders

end-to-end movement and prove

provide AI analytical capabilities that

technologies that offer the promise of

the final destination of goods,

include digital twinning and carbon

frictionless trade are already available

solving the problem of ensuring

and sustainability reporting.

and in use today.

■ The ability to visualise a secure

goods are not at risk of filtering

Furthermore, P2D’s technologies

In conclusion, there is now an

into the Republic of Ireland and the

integrate with other technologies, for

opportunity for UK industry, who as

EU from NI, is available and being

example, strategic capabilities such

responsible traders have invested

used now.

as facial recognition and biometric

in developing post-exit trade models

scanning provided by companies like

and operations that utilise holistic,

■ The ability to serve relevant

s the BREXIT juggernaut

history is steeped in to get the job done

are free from the usual operational

hurtles towards the end of the

and celebrate the end of the transition

risks that come with big monolithic

information to DAERA (who are

World Reach (who clear the movement

innovative enterprise technology

transition period and the UK’s

with dignity and in harmony with the

public sector architectures. The stakes

responsible for inspections of food

of people through borders around

services, to share their newfound

EU?

are high and appetite for economic

and agricultural goods imported

the globe, including for the UK Home

capabilities with each other. These

and political risk and uncertainty are

into the island of Ireland) and

Office). P2D are also partnering with

technologies could very well support

low.

support the EU TRACES programme

Gatekeeper who provide fixed and

the British government in finalising

as well as provide a full

mobile border control infrastructures

its EU negotiations and help arrest the
BREXIT juggernaut once and for all.

exit from the European single market
(scheduled for 31st December 2020)

There is a complex problem to solve:

looms, Boris steadfastly clutching the

an adjusted customs procedure for

wheel with a steely determination

Northern Ireland must be agreed.

What may come as a surprise in the

that there will be no extension to

This procedure will need to align

midst of the border issues and customs

visualisation of all product heading

such as intelligent scanning, imaging

negotiations, few would truly have

to and support EU product and

territory negotiations is that the

to the border is available now.

and CCTV capabilities.

dared imagine the lack of legislative

trade regulations whilst enabling

technology and clear solution to the

clarity that would be available. What

the UK to uphold sovereignty over

problem we are looking for is already

operational processes and the

will businesses have to do, support

its customs territory and minimise

at hand.

safety and security of sites that

and comply with in order to continue

trade interference as it embarks on

trading from the strike of midnight?

■ The ability to monitor the

Stable, operational platforms that

store, prepare and ship products

new, independent world trade deals.

support the GB-EU requirements and

for export in real-time; prepare

As though in a nod to its maritime

even dare to encourage intelligent

compliance and risk reporting

celebrating the dawn of a new

history, the UK-EU customs procedures

trade are currently being used by

for issue to border controls and

year, the stark realities of a global

will need to be managed on a border

major retailers like Marks and Spencer

government departments; and

pandemic that has severely impacted

somewhere in the Irish sea.

(M&S) on a daily basis. Indeed, M&S

provide real-time intelligence on

is a good example of a major retailer

the handling, loading and sealing of

As the world looks forward to

international trade combined with the

Nevertheless, through ambiguity

realisation of the need for intelligence

and uncertainty comes clarity. That

who has been busy preparing its

goods and cargo against standards

and awareness of responsible

control of the border issue is key

BREXIT-ready operations for the last

such as the EU Authorised

sourcing, manufacturing and regulated

for a UK economy much in need of

few years, working with its technology

Economic Operator (AEO)

trade in order to save a wounded

defibrillation may not come as a

partner Physical2Digital (or P2D as

standards is currently available

planet, settle in like an unwelcome

shock. Many realise that technology is

they are better known).

hangover.

the key enabler for GB and EU trade

Will UK trade at that moment
freeze in the headlights; cough,
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So, through the ambiguity of what

By Barrington Hilsley, Chief

facilitation.
We are probably all familiar with the

and in operation in the UK.

As Lord Agnew stated in a recent

It may be a surprise to learn that

Treasury Select Committee hearing,

the technology required to audit

P2D have the technology to solve these

and assure critical trade processes

problems:

and operations, serve declarations

splutter, stumble and turn into the

innovative, contentious technologies

proverbial pumpkin; or will the UK

that are being developed to try and

seize the initiative? Will the UK use

solve this problem. Fingers are crossed

for Sanitary and Phyto Sanitary

authorities, and support intelligent

the innovation and ingenuity that its

that these are delivered on time and

products that enables a DEFRA-

decision-making is already available
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FACING THE
CHALLENGES
OF E
COMMERCE

FEATURE
By Douglas M Browning

Facing the
challenges of
e-Commerce
D

uring ISoB-3 (2019), the

extensive policy, trade, operational and

and 6.8-percent of EU imports (roughly

e-Commerce Panel discussed

compliance expertise to our dialog.

€500 billion). EU 2018 seizures

the challenges facing Customs

involved 70,000 detentions and 26.7

and border control authorities in

panelists provided a few statistical

million articles with a domestic retail

managing cross-border e-commerce

references to frame our discussion

value of €738 million. The main focus

and the work of the World Customs

regarding the scope, complexity and

of EU efforts in this area have been on

Organization (WCO) in this area.

volume of e-commerce transactions.

revenue collection, safety and security

The WCO’ Cross-Border E-Commerce

CBP projects that global e-commerce

with better risk management and

managing counterfeit and illicit

and illicit goods. But these private

e-commerce regulatory compliance

Framework of Standards has been

sales are approximately $2.29

improved data collection systems as

e-commerce. Many of these challenges

sector efforts are diffused and standing

and enforcement framework.

an important tool for its Member

trillion with 80-percent of Americans

critical tools in these efforts.

are the same as those we have

alone in the face of the growing

Administrations, establishing

shopping on one or more e-commerce

face in managing the traditional

volume of cross border e-commerce

and illicit e-commerce requires

international guidelines for addressing

platforms. On a daily basis 1.8 million

Department of Homeland Security

trade environment: uniformity and

has proven to be inadequate.

a coordinated response from

cross-border e-commerce.

mail and express shipments enter the

entitled Combating Trafficking

harmonized standards; security and

U.S. In FY 2019 these transactions

in Counterfeit and Pirated Goods

risk management; complexity and the

which outlined our thoughts on the

organizations and the private sector.

(E-Commerce: Illicit and Counterfeit

exceeded 600 million shipments, with

(dated January 24, 2020), notes:

volume of transactions.

elements of an e-Customs solution for

Legitimate traders are becoming

Goods) was a virtual panel focused

over 90-percent of all IPR seizures

“counterfeiting is no longer confined

the e-commerce trade environment.

increasingly adept at managing

on the management, compliance and

occurring in the mail and express

to street-corners and flea markets.

container of counterfeit or illicit goods

To meet government and commercial

and benefitting from cross-border

enforcement aspects of counterfeit

environments. CBP’ response has been

The problem has intensified to

is considerably easier to identify. By

requirements, we outlined a number

e-commerce trade; and have a vested

and illicit e-commerce. We again

to leverage their enforcement data

staggering levels, as shown by a

contrast, the movement of counterfeit

of functional elements a Government

interest in preventing the use of

had a stellar panel to address this

collection efforts, enhance their trade

recent Organization for Economic

and illicit goods through e-commerce

e-Customs operational solution

e-commerce to move counterfeit and

topic. Senior executive customs and

facilitation processes, and update

Cooperation and Development (OECD)

transactions done on websites and

might include. This year we would

illicit goods. E-commerce platforms,

trade officials from the European

regulatory requirements, creating

report, which details a 154 percent

through third-party marketplaces

like to share a few best practices

online third-party marketplaces,

Union and U.S. Customs and Border

a more predictable e-commerce

increase in counterfeits traded

alongside legitimate goods can mask

and potential actions items we

and other third-party e-commerce

Protection (CBP), were joined by senior

enforcement environment.

internationally — from $200 billion in

their illicit character. A number of

identified which might be applied by

intermediaries must take a more

2005 to $509 billion in 2016”.

the major e-commerce sellers have

e-commerce supply chain participants

active role in detecting, and preventing

undertaken actions to prevent the use

in formulating an effective cross-

trafficking in counterfeit and illicit

of their platforms to move counterfeit

border counterfeit and illicit

goods. Establishing public and

This year’s ISoB-4 (2020) panel

operational executives from a global

38

The EU and U.S. government

Similarly, the EU notes the raise

express carrier and a global logistics

in e-commerce counterfeits in 2016

service provider. They brought

represented 3.3-percent of world trade
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Last year we drafted a “white paper”

Effectively addressing counterfeit

Governments, international
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FEATURE
private coordinating mechanisms

border e-commerce are still evolving

utilize this data and information to

could be a useful in bringing together

and there is no uniform approach.

support public/private partnerships

all stakeholders to exchange best

Enacting and revising legal

across the entire supply chain to

practices, identifying areas of concern,

authorities to provide border control

prevent the movement of counterfeit

and develop action plans. This could

and customs authorities with the tools

and illicit goods. This could include

also provide a means by which the

they need for effective enforcement

using their “track and trace systems”

public/private sectors can ensure

in the e-commerce commercial

to identify counterfeit and illicit goods

their cooperative efforts are legal,

environment is an essential

to be removed from traffic flows for

sustainable, economically viable,

component of any enforcement and

further examination by appropriate

operationally non-intrusive, and

compliance regime. Enhanced legal

customs and border control

consistent with global standards and

and regulatory authorities will better

authorities. Governments and the

practices.

position customs and border control

private sector have made significant

authorities, their law enforcement

investments in securing their supply

responsibilities of the parties to

and private sector partners to address

chains. It would be interesting to

e-commerce transactions can be

emerging and evolving e-commerce

determine the extent to which “trusted

difficult. This needs to be clarified.

threats. All e-commerce participants

trader” measures and practices could

Additionally, punitive sanctions

should be held to the same legal,

be applied to e-commerce platforms,

applicable to individuals engaged

regulatory and program standards.

third-party marketplaces and sellers

in moving counterfeit or illicit

Compliance and enforcement

to address counterfeit and illicit

goods need to be imposed. This

requirements must be consistently

e-commerce goods.

could include closing accounts of

applied with respect to all transport

customers identified by Customs

modes of e-commerce shipments.

Determining the roles and

as repeat offenders, and legally

Advanced information technology

Governments should encourage joint
law enforcement efforts, enhanced
international cooperation and data

disclosing information on shippers

systems allow Governments and

exchanges amongst customs and

and consignees of counterfeit and

customs authorities to receive and

border control authorities with regard

illicit goods, allowing authorities to

process entry data, improve overall

to sellers of counterfeit and illicit

place these individuals/entities on

transaction processing reliability

goods. These efforts could prove

enforcement “watch lists”.

and transparency, and are critical to

invaluable in identifying and stopping

Governments should also be

security and risk management. The

the movement of counterfeit and illicit

prepared to provide meaningful

exponential growth in e-commerce

goods at the source before they make

incentives to e-commerce platforms,

transactions has increased the number

their way to an e-commerce platform

third-party marketplaces and sellers

of compliance and regulatory risks to

or third-party marketplace.

who are prepared to take steps to

be addressed. Providing customs and

ensure their facilities are not used to

border control authorities with the

managing the facilitation, compliance

move counterfeit or illicit e-commerce

data they need to apply their analytical

and enforcement challenges of

goods. The process of combining

targeting and risk management tools

legitimate and illicit e-commerce.

enhanced enforcement sanctions with

will shrink the enormous volume of

What is encouraging is recognition by

incentives should serve to drive better

e-commerce transactions, so their

the international trade community of

private sector compliance.

attention and limited resources can

the importance of e-commerce and the

Uniformity and predictability

focus on counterfeit and illicit goods.

fact we are on the right path to address

continue to be amongst the most

Applying risk management protocols

the issue. We at ISoB look forward to

important concerns expressed

will be an important tool in allocating

continuing to participate in this dialog.

by international traders as they

human and fiscal border control

engage customs and border control

resources to address legitimate trade

authorities managing their cross-

and the interdiction of counterfeit and

of D.M. Browning & Associates;

border transactions. One of the

illicit goods in e-commerce.

Former Deputy Commissioner, U.S.

critical challenges to uniformity and

E-commerce platforms and third

predictablity for traders involved in

party marketplaces have access

e-commerce is the realization that

to valuable information and data

individual government approaches for

regarding their users and the

managing counterfeit and illict cross-

transactions they are handling. They

Much remains to be done in

Douglas M. Browning is Principal

Customs and Border Protection.

should leverage this knowledge and
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IMPROVING
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
IN VISAS

FEATURE
By Simon Peachey,
Chief Sales Officer, TLS Contact

Improving customer
experience in the visa sector

H

aving worked in visa services

stimulate growth. The visa application

replicate in a public agency such as a

While visa authorities are unlikely to

can be genuinely life-changing, giving

won’t have a positive effect. Data-

for nearly 20 years, in

process, while obviously not the only

visa authority, where legacy systems,

be able to expand their visa offer to

people the opportunity to study or

driven decisions, not intuition, will

government and industry,

factor driving a person’s choice of

the lack of genuine digitisation and

fit the precise needs of each different

work abroad, join family – or not,

help to improve customer satisfaction.

I know the effect of politics, policy,

destination, will play an important

cultural issues can hinder reactivity.

group, they can certainly tailor their

if their application is refused for

Obviously, when it comes to collecting

finances and technology. Inevitably

role in encouraging travel. If it is

However, there are improvements

communications and engagement

any reason. Whatever the decision,

customer data, there is a strict

priorities vary significantly between

so complex as to act as a potential

that visa services can make to drive

activities with this in mind. Certain

it is vitally important to ensure

regulatory framework to be respected.

governments and dictate the services

barrier, people may well prefer to go

customer satisfaction, either taking

customer segments might, for

transparency around the process

However, customers are far more

they and their partners deliver. One

elsewhere.

inspiration from the private sector or

example, be unaware of specific visa

and an approximate timeline to help

likely to willingly share a limited

focusing on the very specific nature of

types that could better suit their needs.

manage expectations and generate

amount of their personal data if it

the visa application process.

It is also possible to imagine a range of

trust.

means that they will receive a more

theme I believe should become a
priority for all in the post-pandemic

realise that a visa application is not

recovery is customer experience.

just a ‘one-shot’, but potentially the

This was the key takeaway from a

start of a years-long customer lifecycle.

‘Next Generation Services’ event

A young traveller might begin with a

TLScontact organised in September,

short-stay tourist visa to a particular

with contributions from a number

country before deciding to study

customer experience starts with

of industry partners and client

there and applying for a student visa.

insight, that in turn becomes empathy.

governments.

That person might then be offered

In simple terms, this means more

services that can be developed around

CUSTOMER INSIGHT AND
SEGMENTATION
As in other sectors, improving

While government agencies tend to

the visa process to meet very specific

focus on reducing processing times

requirements and enhance the overall

for key services, research by the

visa experience.

international management consulting

A MORE SEAMLESS
APPLICATION PROCESS

personalised, better quality service.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Simon Peachey is Chief Sales

firm McKinsey indicates that this is in

Officer at TLScontact. He was

fact less important to customers than

previously Head of Visa Operations

governments might assume. What

at the UK Home Office during a

employment in the country, might

detailed knowledge of who customers

People applying for a visa will rarely

customers want above all is simplicity,

government career that included 16

ATTRACTING INTERNATIONAL
TRAVELLERS

even meet a partner, decide to stay

actually are and what they want. Visa

do so in isolation: their application will

reliability and a clear idea of how long

years in immigration policy, strategy

and perhaps ultimately apply for

authorities can find it challenging to

be linked to other, parallel experiences

the process will take. The same can

and operational leadership.

It is easy to see why governments

citizenship. Their interactions with

obtain the relevant insights that will

and purchases, like a job application,

be said of visa applications. If people

should be looking to facilitate the visa

the country’s immigration authorities

help them to understand the people

an application for a university place,

know how long they will need to wait

process for travellers. According to the

could span many years, rather than

who use their services. This knowledge

a travel booking or purchase of travel

for their visa decision, they can plan

governments from around the

World Travel and Tourism Council,

the few weeks initially required for

is essential, because it allows

insurance. Governments that want

their travel accordingly. Having to

world to provide visa and consular

travel and tourism represented

a tourist visa. Retail and many other

segmentation and therefore more

to attract travellers to their country

wait much longer than they initially

services on their behalf to travellers

10.3% of the world’s GDP in 2019.

sectors know the value of repeat

personalisation, widely used in other

will increasingly need to bear these

expected can create huge frustration

and citizens. Present in 90 countries,

In many countries, they contribute

custom. Getting the initial visa

sectors to drive customer satisfaction

parallel customer journeys in mind

and worry, particularly if during

TLScontact operates 150 visa

significantly more to the overall

experience right first time will help

and boost results. Segmentation can

and work with other organisations

this time customers have little or no

application centres and handles

economy. International travel enables

to ensure applicants become loyal

seem like a rather alien concept within

to integrate the overall experience.

visibility of the stage their application

over 4 million visa applications

families to reconnect and brings

customers. So what does this entail?

the public sector, where ‘one-size-

That means broadening industry

is at.

every year. Part of Teleperformance

fits-all’ tends to be the norm, in the

partnerships, thinking collaboratively

tourists, students and businesspeople,
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Increasingly, governments also

Digital giants such as Amazon have

TLScontact works with

Group, the global leader in

all of whom boost consumption and

clearly reset customer expectations

interests of equality of treatment.

about the value proposition for

DATA-DRIVEN IMPROVEMENTS

customer experience management,

investment and support economic

across the board, including in the

However, segmentation does not mean

customers and recognising the

One factor that is common to all of

TLScontact supports governments

growth. This year’s Covid-19 travel

public sector. Customers who can

discrimination. On the contrary, it

legitimate value of revenue generating

the points made above is the need for

in their digital transformation,

restrictions have inflicted economic

today order goods online in one click,

allows for a more tailored approach,

services to sustain these seamless

reliable data, to understand who visa

helping them to improve efficiency

pain on many countries and starved

access customer service hotlines 24/7

taking into account specific needs, and

systems.

customers are, their expectations and

and enhance customer experience.

them of vital revenue from leisure

and get almost instantaneous answers

ultimately leads to a better service.

and business travel. When we emerge

to their questions and complaints

from this crisis, we should expect

increasingly expect the same level of

segmentation within the visa sector,

increasing competition between

service from public administrations.

based on factors such as geography,

destinations seeking that revenue to

The ‘Amazon model’ can be difficult to

demographics or customer behaviour.
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TRANSPARENCY AND
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Applying for a visa can be a stressful
process. A successful visa application
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POINTS
BASED VISAS:
CURE OR
CURSE?

FEATURE
By Shaun Anton, CEO of MIB
Managing International Borders
DMCC and Director of Intelligence &
Targeting for IBMATA

Points-based Visas:
Cure or Curse?

Arguments for an
intelligence-led approach
revised the concept of a points-

T

EU citizens will need to demonstrate

based approach to immigration

that they have a job offer from an

points-based immigration system, one

in anticipation of Brexit, and a need

approved sponsor, that the job offer

of the major advantages of the system

array of requirements. The integrity

to balance the control of EU migration

is at the required level and that they

is that it is “largely transparent”, as

function of this scheme was to be a

with an imperative to fill low-skilled

speak English. The general salary

“potential applicants can review the

licensing authority for all UK sponsors,

system for Certificates of Sponsorship

bullock carts in the countryside. In some

and skill-shortage jobs. This article

threshold has been lowered to £25,600

selection criteria to determine whether

predicated on an inspection regime,

(COS) had not been rolled-out to

cases prospective students were being

highlights that a points-based

from £30,000. If an applicant is

they may be able to attain sufficient

and a control on the number of licenses

educational establishments. Un-vetted

offered a free laptop if they signed up to

system can only be effective as part

earning less than the minimum salary

points to reach the pass mark of 67

each sponsor could issue. The number

sponsors were therefore allocated a

study through selected UK colleges.

of an intelligence-led risk-assessed

threshold, but no less than £20,480,

points”. As a result, applicants arguably

of licenses allocated would be based

batch of serial numbers, and trusted

approach, with checks and balances

they may still be eligible if they can

have a better chance of success, because

on need, and in the case of educational

to issue COS letters manually in order

Immigration Enforcement Officers in

to prevent exploitation by organized

demonstrate that they have a job offer

they know exactly what skills they need.

establishments the size of classrooms

to facilitate the issue of a student visa.

October 2009 my colleague and I were

crime groups.

in a specific shortage occupation.

There is also a school of thought that

and number of teaching staff. There

There were no initial checks in place

met with a five-fold increase in UK

Students will also be covered

clearer rules will deter those who fail

would be an electronic register to assign

to establish if this system was being

student applications. We conducted a

abused.

dip-sample comparison of a number of

he UK government recently

Effective from January 1, 2021, the

TRANSPARENCY
According to an analysis of Canada’s
vetting was to take place retrospectively.
At the same time, the electronic

‘guaranteed student visas to the UK’
were featured on billboards strapped to

On arrival in Bangladesh as

new immigration system affects EU

under the points-based system and

to meet the qualifying standard. But

a unique serial number to each license,

citizens, who will now be treated on

will be able to gain points if they

what does history teach us about this

to monitor potential abuse, an on-line

a par with non-EU citizens. Non-EU

can demonstrate that they have an

premise?

verification system for visa officers to

were being raised by front-line

were perfectly completed, with pristine

citizens already follow a points-based

offer from an approved educational

check authenticity.

immigration officers that the system

educational certificates and bank

system to migrate to the UK. The

institution, speak English and are able

might be subject to abuse. Officers

statements with the required amount

Home Secretary was quoted in a UK

to support themselves during their

began to remark on an increase in

of funds deposited for at least 24 hours.

government press release as saying,

studies in the UK.

volume of poor-quality students, with

Most of the passports submitted were

“We’re ending free movement, taking
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Under this system, both EU and non-

With the implementation of this

HISTORY REPEATED?
In February 2008, the Labour
government introduced the UK’s first

INTEGRITY CASE STUDY:
In 2009 the UK government

Towards the middle of 2009 concerns

applications to look for anomalies; all

points-based immigration system (PBS)

introduced the points-based system for

little command of English and a limited

brand-new, with no previous travel

back control of our borders and

system, the UK aims to reduce overall

heralded by ministers as being based

students. Owing to political expediency,

understanding of their study plans. The

history. The documentation was so

delivering on the people’s priorities

levels of migration, and provide a

on the successful Australian model. It

the scheme was launched prematurely,

majority of these students came from

perfect that many applicants were

by introducing a new UK points-based

better experience for those coming

replaced a labyrinthine scheme which

and it was decided to license ALL

the Indian Sub-continent.

wearing the same distinctive red tie.

immigration system, which will bring

into the UK, whilst attracting highly

saw up to eighty different types of

applicable educational sponsors before

overall migration numbers down.”

skilled workers.

visa being offered, with a confusing

they had been inspected and vetted. The
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Stories emerged from UK missions
abroad that billboards advertising

Some of the photographs belied the
applicant’s stated date of birth, and
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POINTS
BASED VISAS:
CURE OR
CURSE?
with reports of restaurant waiters
being paid one pound sterling a day.
This eventually led to an unusual
reverse in irregular migration, with
stowaways being discovered hidden
in lorries and trucks to leave the
UK for Europe to seek better job
opportunities.

CONCLUSION & INTEGRITY
CONSIDERATIONS:
The current UK Sponsor Licensing
system is an appropriate benchmark
for the revised EU system. There is a
had clearly been photoshopped to

being used for student applications

published regime of sponsor licensing;

make them look younger. There was

in an attempt to trick the verification

monitoring; and regulation. The three

sufficient evidence to suspect wide-

system.

key elements are:

spread fraud.
Simultaneous long-term exercises

education certificate, but a fake marks-

■ the inspection and vetting of
sponsors prior to licensing;

were launched across the Sub-

sheet said that the certificate belonged

continent to interview students in

to his brother who was working in

their home countries, using random

Saudi Arabia, and had suggested

sets of questions. Within 48 hours

he should use the same documents/

through a suspension and

these questions were being sold on

identity to travel to the UK; but the

withdrawal system

the internet in Bangladesh. Many

brother still had the genuine mark

students failed their interviews (

sheet in Saudi Arabia so the applicant

warned her successor Boris Johnson

which were held in English to check

had to buy a fake one. In general, it

that an Australian-style points-based

their proficiency) as they had learned

was easier to obtain a Bangladeshi

system could be open to “abuse” and

the wrong set of answers. Upon testing

passport in the name of someone else

would not control numbers.

English comprehension, many of the

and their education certificates, than

applicants could speak insufficient

to pay a forger for a fake education

secretary and the Home Office to

English to follow a course of study,

certificate which could be checked on-

look very carefully at the lessons

others had no intention of learning nor

line, and often detected as fake.

that have been learned in the past in

knew anything about their selected

As a result of these incredibly

■ on-line certification of individuals
that is robust and monitored;
■ quick action against offenders

Former prime minister Theresa May

“I would simply urge the home

relation to points-based system, which

course of study. There were much

resource-intensive investigations a

in themselves are not an answer to

cheaper avenues for learning English

large number of UK agents/ colleges

controlling immigration and can allow

in the home country through the

were suspended, or struck off the

abuse to take place”.

British Council, but the majority of

register. Eventually, inspections and

applicants had not even considered

the I.T. database and caught up with

system Ms. May is equipped to speak

this avenue to better education.

applications, and all students are now

from a position of experience. Whilst

Having inherited the previous

interviewed face-to-face, albeit on-line.

there should be a much-reduced level

agents had been depositing their own

The number of bogus students was

of risk with EU visa applications time

money into controlled bank accounts

gradually reduced to pre-points-based

may well prove her right, if one of the

in order to fulfil the ‘proof of funds’

levels, but not before tens of thousands

three elements above is insufficiently

rule- the requirement being only for

of bogus students had managed to

robust. Therefore, it is essential that an

the money had to be in an applicant’s

enter the UK.

intelligence-led, risk-based approach

The interviews also identified that

bank account for 24 hours. This rule
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An applicant with a genuine

The impact on the UK was both

to all aspects of regular migration,

was subsequently amended to 28 days,

social and economic; with an increase

including PBS, are sufficiently

and single points of verification were

in distressed students sleeping in UK

supported to prevent similar levels of

set up with each bank. This closed one

mosques, begging on the streets and

abuse.

loop-hole, but soon after the names of

in some cases shop-to-shop. The illegal

genuine bank account holders were

employment market was saturated,
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LEVERAGING
TECHNOLOGY
TO TRAIN
COMMANDERS

FEATURE
By Clarence Yeo, Chief Executive,
Home Team Academy Singapore

Leveraging Simulation
Technology to Train
Commanders in
Incident Management at
Singapore’s Borders
1.

ICA officers from Woodlands Checkpoint

Woodlands Checkpoint, simulated area of

managing a series of exercise injects

operation (Bus Concourse)

Woodlands Checkpoint, simulated area of

ICA officer performing immigration

operation (Immigration Hall)

clearance within the HTS2

Singapore is a global travel hub and handles a

still limited as they cannot take place during peak

Simulation technology such

2018. Besides ICA, other Home

uses the system to evaluate

large volume of travellers and cargoes daily at its

traveller and traffic conditions.

as the HTS2 also allows ICA

Team Departments also make

ground commanders on

To overcome these constraints, the Home Team

commanders to sharpen their

use of it. For example, SPF

their knowledge of protocols,

Singapore Immigration & Checkpoints Authority

Academy (HTA) looked into the use of simulation

command and control skills in

uses the HTS2 to practise the

situational awareness and

(ICA) cleared more than 200 million travellers and 10

technology to train our commanders on command

a training environment that

management of contingency

sense-making when managing

million pieces of cargo in 2019. In such an operating

and control during major security incidents.

is not limited by ground or

operation plans and to train its

operational constraints.

ground commanders before

The HTS2 was developed by

the actual deployment of forces

the HTS2 from other training

HTA and launched in May

for major operations. SCDF

simulation systems currently

land, air and sea checkpoints. For instance, the

3.

6.

environment, it is crucial for ICA commanders to
be well prepared to manage a range of incidents
of different complexities that may take place at the
checkpoints.
2.

USING SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY TO TRAIN
COMMANDERS
4.

realistic training for ICA commanders in incident

typically conducted by simulating crisis situations in

and crisis management. These exercises are

the actual operating environment, using role players

conducted at the Home Team Simulation Centre

known as “Ground Deployment Exercises” (GDX).

48

(HTSC), located in HTA.
5.

To replicate the actual operational terrain, ICA and

However, GDX requires certain areas of the

HTA collaborated in 2019 to 3D-map the terrain of

checkpoint to be cordoned off, and can only be

Woodlands Checkpoint – one of the busiest land

conducted when traveller and cargo volumes are

checkpoints in the world clearing close to 300,000

low, to minimise inconvenience to checkpoint users.

travellers daily – for use in the HTS2. This allows ICA

This means that such exercises can be conducted

commanders and officers to undergo training using a

only during the wee hours. While there are clear

realistic environment, for various scenarios such as

benefits in conducting exercises in the actual

a gunmen attack situation at the Immigration Hall or

operating terrain, the realism of such exercises is

a vehicle explosion at the Arrival Bus Concourse.
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Four key features distinguish

The Home Team Simulation System (HTS2) provides

In the past, major incident management training was

and simulated threat objects, or what is commonly

7.

an incident.
8.
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Simulation exercises conducted by SCDF (left) and SPF
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LEVERAGING
TECHNOLOGY
TO TRAIN
COMMANDERS

9.

used by law enforcement

dynamic responses to the

SPF forward-deployed command

agencies around the world.

unique decisions made by

post, for a joint exercise

First, the HTS2 pioneered the

different commanders. As

between ICA and SPF. With this,

deployment of both physical

commanders have different

ICA and SPF commanders can

and virtual simulation for

backgrounds and levels of

be trained concurrently for the

training, by replicating at HTA

experience, the decisions taken

joint management of a major

where the HTS2 is deployed, the

by different commanders will

incident.

actual command post used on

be different for any given

the ground during an incident,

scenario. For example, different

including the command,

commanders may send in

control and communication

tactical forces via different

helping HTA and ICA overcome

systems, and using 3D

entry points to take down

real world constraints and

visuals modelled on actual

hostile gunmen. The HTS2 is

deliver realistic training to our

operational terrains (such as

able to adapt accordingly and

commanders. HTA’s efforts

Woodlands Checkpoint). This

provide non-scripted outcomes

in leveraging simulation

set-up provides an immersive

based on the decisions of the

technology to transform

experience for the commanders,

commanders. Learning is

frontline training was

and enables them to train in

more impactful as outcomes

recognised at the GovInsider

an environment that closely

are personalised to each

Innovation Awards 2019, where

resembles their actual operating

commander.

the HTS2 won the Best Risk

environment on the ground.
10. Second, the HTS2 tightens the

12. Fourth, joint training between
ICA and other Home Team

MOVING AHEAD
13. The HTS2 has been effective in

award.
14. Moving forward, HTA will be

operations and training loop

Departments is critical to

developing HTS2 satellite sites

by allowing incidents that have

ensure that we can operate

at frontline locations. This will

happened in Singapore, and

effectively when dealing

allow ICA to conduct simulation

in fact anywhere around the

with a major incident. The

exercises conveniently at the

world, to be quickly adapted

HTS2 can be configured to

respective checkpoints, and also

and developed into training

cater to the training needs of

to link up with other satellite

scenarios. The scenarios can be

individual Departments, or joint

sites so that joint training

deployed in the HTS2 within one

training across Home Team

exercises can be conducted with

to two weeks of the incident.

Departments. For example, one

other ICA checkpoints and other

of the training rooms within the

Home Team Departments.

11. Third, the HTS2 employs
advanced training simulation

HTSC can be set up to resemble

technology supported by

ICA’s command post, while

artificial intelligence to allow

another room can be set up as a

JOIN THE
GROWING
IBMATA
FAMILY
Who can join?
Supplier and Transportation Companies
■

■

Transportation companies (including airlines,

■

with the responsibility of managing the international

forwarders) with a legitimate interest in supporting

movement of people, goods and materials across

our aim;

national borders; including pre-entry, on-entry and
after entry applications;

Port, airport, and other management entities with a
■

the Board, support the safe and secure movement of
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Intergovernmental organisations with a vested
interest in the management of people and goods

Those technology suppliers, business integrators and

across international borders;

other private sector entities who, in the opinion of
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All Government Departments and Agencies charged

shipping companies, rail operators, freight

legitimate interest in supporting our aim; and
■

Public Sector Organisations and Academics

■

Non-governmental organisations with a vested

people and goods across international borders whilst

interest in the management of people and goods

facilitating flow, in accordance with the aims of the

across international borders and legitimate

organisation.

academic organisations and research facilities.

www.ibmata.org/how-to-join
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TRAINING
DURING A
PANDEMIC

FEATURE
communication. Institutions that
By William (Bill) Laidlaw, Capacity
Building Coordinator, Regional Support
Office, The Bali Process on People
Smuggling, Trafficking in Persons & Related
Transnational Crime

provide material, best practices,
and facilitate communication to
other alumni often experience
higher rates of satisfaction with
their online training, ultimately
leading to more successful
outcomes in the workplace.

Keeping Training, Education,
Research and Best Practice
relevant during a Pandemic:
The Bali Process

respond to the challenges of the current
COVID-19 operating environment
through innovative training and
development practices. Institutions that
have been hamstrung by the challenges
who traditionally don’t engage in the
online world can use the unique time
created by the pandemic to do two
things. First, this is an excellent time
While COVID-19 has forced us away

to review existing material. Reviews

altering how training is delivered by

should focus on contemporary issues

the institution. Institutions who offer

from doing things in the ways we

A

Evaluation is vital to ensure future

such as “Is this relevant?” “Does this

high quality online components in

are most comfortable with it has also

discussion on how COVID-19

the fact that, while their business

courses are good offerings. In

meet the current reality of the world?”

their delivery of training are likely to

provided us with an opportunity to

has affected all aspects of life

lines have changed, training, research

the cyber learning environment,

“How has the pandemic changed how

be more attractive to receiving support

challenge ourselves to ‘build back better’.

has been analyzed, published, and

and development must endure, and

it is often your only chance to

we may wish to teach this material?”

from those responsible for the funding

Reviewing ‘the way we have always

put online. We continue to face new

material has to continue to get to people

“speak” to candidates. Many

The world has been exposed to a new

of these activities and initiatives into

done things’, enhancing old material,

challenges and deal with the realities

who need it around the world. While

online offerings make an online

reality. Material that feels to have not

the future.

developing our own skills as capacity

of life in a pandemic world. Border

online training is a growing teaching

evaluation a requirement for

been adjusted to reflect the situation is

Management Operations are facing

format across the academic world, it is

course completion, and this can

at risk of being dismissed as irrelevant

engagement, websites that look

to ‘the new normal’ will be critical in

new risks and greater demand from

coming out of its’ infancy when training

help a facilitator get feedback

by participants. Second, now is an

and feel dated will not be received

stimulation of future growth. While

the public every day while access to

frontline ‘operational’ staff. This forces

from the class that may have

excellent time to begin to create a space

positively by our target audiences.

the seriousness of this pandemic will

personal development, training, and

institutions to evaluate whether or

been missed with no physical

for your institution online. Create

Dedicating time and resources to

abate and travel will resume, the world

subject matter experts has continued to

not what they are doing is an effective

interaction with the candidates.

course offerings, run programs, and get

effective digital engagement can

is unlikely to return to exactly how it

fluctuate or, indeed, simply been shut

replacement for traditional classroom

Asking questions about value of

facilitators comfortable working online.

prove to be money very well spent. If

operated before 2020. Agencies that

down to address risks to employees and

‘face to face’ learning methods. To that

the course to the candidate, course

Embrace the evaluation process. Do

materials, best practices, and training

have used this time as an opportunity

the public at large.

end, there are three areas to consider

construction, and other elements

not just pay lip service and ignore it.

curriculum are easily accessible

for change will be far better positioned

when creating online learning that

to the learning will provide

It may very well be that initial forays

online, it can bring candidates back

than those who saw COVID simply as an

institutions responsible for providing

will help an institution create effective

feedback to construct a better

into cyber instruction are not met

to reengage with your agency on

impediment to doing things the way they

training, adult learning, and professional

programs and determine if their

product for future courses.

positively by candidates. Despite this,

more a frequent basis compared

have always been done. Adaptability, a

development, including us at Bali

programs are structured for success:

Process RSO, were forced to accept a

1.

great deal of research and

By the end of March 2020 many
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Adaptability allows agencies to

Institutions of learning have accepted

2.

With the increased focus on digital

builders and being willing to adapt

A well-maintained website that

most agencies have been encouraged

with in-person capacity building

strong web presence, and a willingness to

Adaptability is crucial.

has a dedicated Alumni Area

to develop and deliver online programs

alone. An added benefit of this is that

use evaluations effectively will be tools a

very different reality. The pandemic was

Understanding the differences

has become a “must have” in

to an audience that is hungry for

Alumni can use word of mouth to

forward-thinking training agency can put

going to force institutions, academics,

between online and in-class

the social media based world

capacity building and hearing from

share best practice from your agency

in place now to position themselves for

and others providing training around

learning is important for the

we operate. This is different to a

experts in their respective fields. Skilled

more easily amongst their peers and

an altered reality.

the world, to accept that they would be

facilitator. Flexibility is critical

visually appealing website that

facilitators will be more comfortable

colleagues. The advantages to the

unable to complete planned courses,

to the success of online training.

fails to facilitate dialogue amongst

online the more frequently they are

institution that maintains a strong

member of the Royal Canadian

deliver academic papers, complete

Ask questions of your team like

its users. Many regions around

called upon to use the medium to teach.

website are significant. Website

Mounted Police. He is currently the

research, and hold workshops in the

“How long can candidates work

the world are very plugged in

Candidates will generally give good,

traffic increases, twitter accounts get

Capacity Building Coordinator for

method envisioned for 2020. To further

on a screen?” “Can candidates ask

to social media and the reliance

fair feedback online. A proper analysis

followed, and electronic media-based

the Regional Support Office of the

exacerbate the situation it became clear

questions privately to facilitators?”

on manuals, printings, and

of that feedback offers the institution

groups can be created. The institution

Bali Process in Bangkok, Thailand.

that the pandemic was not only going

“How much bandwidth will be

other forms of written materials

a framework for improving all of their

remains relevant and alumni remain

From 2017 through 2020 he was

to profoundly alter how life was going

required for the candidate?” All of

continues to diminish. More

online programs. Improving programs

engaged, giving assurance to donors

the Canadian Training Programs

to be lived; it was also going to be a part

these factors of adaptability can

than ever, people are choosing to

may lead to a more cost-effective

that candidates have been provided

Manager at the Jakarta Center for

of our lives for much longer than we

be the difference between success

exclusively engage with colleagues

paradigm for delivering those programs

a contemporary avenue to achieve

Law Enforcement Cooperation in

initially believed.

and failure online.

using electronic forms of

in a post-pandemic world, ultimately

success.

Semarang, Indonesia.
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RETHINKING
PASSPORT
AND ID
CONCEPTS

FEATURE
Covestro – Henry Leung, Global
Segment Manager, Identification,
Specialty Films

Rethinking the passport
and ID card concepts
with novel films

simplify the production process and

in which sophisticated clear window

further secure the passport cover.

designs can be incorporated.

In an electronic passport cover

During the data page lamination

It’s an exciting time in the

As to border control,
approximately 30 seconds is the
average time border guards have

NOVEL PASSPORT COVER
CONCEPT
Government agencies and the

process, the top and bottom clear

document changes color according

cover can also help to further cushion

polycarbonate films can naturally

to the background (white or dark).

and protect the embedded electronic

fill the punched window without a

Brightened by a smartphone flashlight,

chip and antenna within.

separate process.

the transparent area can be seen in

In combination with a robust

one color while the projected shadow

polycarbonate data page and TPU

is in a second color. Additionally,

hinge, it can create a highly tamper

the transparent area shows intense

resistant passport addressing

fluorescence under UV light. The

tomorrow’s security needs today.

Makrofol® ID O.V.M color switching

For ID documents, optimal

film can enable level 1, 2 and 3 security

security is enabled via a layered

features all in a single polycarbonate

structure where security features

raving).

the document creation process. This
starts with the selection of the raw
film materials, document design,

STRONG MARKET TREND
TOWARDS TRANSPARENT
AREAS IN ID DOCUMENTS

to check the authenticity of the

industry continue to seek solutions

manufacturing process and ends with

is showing a continued trend towards

document and process each traveler

that help to protect against threats

the personalization process (ie. laser

can be further secured with color

leveraging the best of both worlds in

at international border checkpoints

of ID document attacks. The aim is

engraving).

shifting film technology. Applied

physical and digital ID to create highly

to address the underlying questions

to optimize ID document security,

in transparent polycarbonate films

secure identification documents such

- who, what and where? Who is this

reliability, quality and to accommodate

used for the implementation of

as electronic passports.

traveler? What is the purpose of the

the core ID document programs’

clear windows in ID documents, the

visit and where is the traveler going?

validity period (ie. 10 years).

O.V.M (Optical Variable Material)

Clear windows in ID documents

raving).
With decades of experience in

documents constantly evolving, the

Most importantly, is the traveler

technology enables the development

supporting the ID segment via

industry continues to seek technologies

who he/she claims to be and pose a

of an innovative and intuitive security

its polycarbonate and specialty

and solutions that minimize the risk of

threat? This all starts with a travel

feature. It creates brand new and

films, Covestro offers government

counterfeiting, alteration and identity

document which can be verified

previously unknown visual effects

state printers, card and passport

theft while optimizing security, quality

easily and quickly.

which are observable in level 1, 2 and

manufacturers means to help prevent

3 security.

threats to ID documents such as

and document production process

SECURING CITIZEN ID
DOCUMENTS VIA INTEGRATED
SECURITY FEATURES – EASY
TO SEE, REMEMBER AND
VERIFY

efficiencies.

counterfeiting and alteration.
For more information on how
Covestro specialty films help enable

Makrofol® ID O.V.M polycarbonate

secure identification documents,

film is a high security feature available

please visit our website at: https://

in several color shifts. The O.V.M

solutions.covestro.com/en/materials/

verified quickly while being very

technology acts on the duality of the

films and email: films@covestro.com

passport booklet cover concept from

difficult to replicate. This can be

observation of a color that will shift

Covestro leveraging thermoplastic

enabled by innovative approaches

according to the relative clarity or

polyurethane (TPU) films. The

to the ID document design. Clear

darkness of the background.

passport booklet cover is highly

windows and transparent areas

Covestro is among the world’s largest

durable, scratch and tear resistant

feature quite prominently in core

polymer companies. Business activities

while being able to integrate various

identification programs today such

are focused on the manufacture of

security features and is available in

as national IDs, passports and driver

high-tech polymer materials and the

different surface textures, designs and

licenses leveraging polycarbonate

development of innovative solutions for

colors.

substrate material.

products used in many areas of daily

One such innovative solution is the

This latest passport booklet
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This O.V.M technology from
Crime Science Technology (C.S.T)
incorporated in the Covestro

Passports and ID cards need to be
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film to help make ID documents more
secure.

identification segment as the industry

With threats to identification

The transparent area of the ID

(e-Cover) use case, the TPU passport

are implemented in every stage of

BORDER CONTROL SECURITY
TRENDS

MULTIPLE SECURITY FEATURES
WITH ONE SINGLE FILM

The clear window and transparent

ABOUT COVESTRO
With 2019 sales of EUR 12.4 billion,

life. Covestro has 33 production sites
raving).

cover concept can be made in one

areas in ID documents can be

lamination step with no adhesives nor

efficiently produced via Covestro thin

17,200 people (calculated as full-time

multiple lamination steps which can

white high opaque polycarbonate films

equivalents) at the end of 2019.

www.ibmata.org
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worldwide employs approximately
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GET IN TOUCH
Email:
Tel:		

info@ibmata.org
+44 (0)203 196 1500

www.IBMATA.org

twitter.com/border_mgmt
linkedin.com/company/ibmata/
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